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Dazzling defense

Sweet 17

UK forces 31 turnovers
in victory over Mississippi State

Pehlke scores 17 to lead
No. 17 Western over Murray

—Page 10

—Page 10

Serving Murray and Callotwiy County.since 1879

Local school officials still hopeful for 'quake relief
A state hoard has denied. a
equest Cm financial relief from
dozens of Kentucky school districts
that suffered high absenteeism last
month because of an earthquake
prediction, hut that has not discouraged local school adminstration
.,,ho said the issue is not, over.
Fite state Board for Elementary
Lducation rejected
,• Wedne4ay, saying

that if had no legal authority
grant any financial relief.
A staff report. said 63 of the 12l
districts that remained open had
attendance for those days of below
84 percent, or the level below
which districts normally "lose"
money.
Murray and Calloway, were two
of three systems which remained
open in the Jackson Purchase on
those 'dates
Districts that held no classes on

I

... r.

attendance
::Orn!jf

He re,,.
he. that they
reLco,e 1-,igher state he' nit 1ald
than the districts tl.
earthquake scare and
Murray indeper.dent Sc1,.perintendent hr. Paui Jones,
1:
0.1;-,:1t1t1,_ about
appr)\oihately S2..W0
' the yiter:1
.h those two

"There may he hope,"
said. "They may still find
avenue in order to return tho„c
funds. The hoard used as it -,•
that they didn't have
grounds to do it
.
research, they may I:
Jones said the svst •
requested tI
weeks agr,
closed Dec. and-or
!s:cA Mexito chrna

County board uses second
source to review figures
of audit on tax collections

MOSCOW — In a toughly
worded statement. Pre•i.le7:i
Mikhail S. Gorbachev -••
hinted today that he
impose direct KR:EC •
the rebellious rei•
Lithuania unless it
•
with national laws.

By Marianna Alexander
Murray Lodger a. Times 5t,it'

COVINGTO.r, K. -F.:.
ty cells have prompted the Kci,
ton County Jail to lay off work .
ers and close Li'
one year after
',orb forced officials to release
-isoners early. Jailer. Jim Knauf
the inmate population has
iropped an average of 65 pris'
oners a ,day because new
facilities are pulling state pris
oners out of the jail sooner.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(-James and scholarships
sv.allowed up in thc tiCAAls
.atest round of reforms. stiAen-t-.
athletes emerged with more Pnle
to just he students, and college
presidents removed all doubt as
to who's boss.

DETROIT
ss..10tn:Co.'s board of directors meetThursday amid speculation
the No. 2 automaker may cut iis
stock dividend

Murra State Cuiversity students were busy. Thursday forming lines for sprinLt semester registration].
\Ione seated at table. Stephanie Stevens helps students by handing out registration packets ind directing
students to the next line. Registration %s ill continue today through riday and regioration for late students
will continue next week.

Assoc.ated Press Writer

Kentucky Lake
358.0, -0.6 below 337.8, -0.6
Barkley Lake
358.9, +0.1 below 340.7, -0.2

The Call'ay C
Board met in regLiar se,s.
, nesday morning and took 1.•
additional legal actions
lawsuit that has hee7
question
school's taxes by the Cal
County Sheriff's Office.
Superintendent Jack Rose
the board that Tim Miller. a`.'
ray State University profess, the department of accountin
finance, and a certified
accountant, was cli(*.:
source to review ah
;7,•
to the board ttly F F. Howe. J•
•
CPA. The audit
computations of .
Calloway County
taxes by the Calke., as
Sheriff's Department
In responding to the 1iaiw
Rose said that education 7.: •
should be spent on educafee.
not on the sheriff's

New peace initiatives, but embassy staffs leave Baghdad
By CHRISTOPHER BURNS

Flash flood watch tonight and
Friday.
Tonight -and Friday Occasional rain, heavy at times. Low
tonight near 40 and dic high Friday near 45.

.e•

Fading hopes 'for avoiding- war in
the Persian Gulf appeared to rest
today with European mediation
efforts and U.N. Chief Javier Perez
de Cuellar's mission to Baghdad,
where foreign embassies were shutting- their doors.
, The U.N.. secretary-general was
to 'leave for the Middle East this
evening and meet with Saddam
Hussein on Saturday, just three
days short of,the U.N.-mandated

deadline for Iraq to quit Kuwait or
face possible attack.
His mission was announced alter
the failure in Geneva of the first
high-level U.S.-Iraqi talks since the
crisis began.
The outcome prompted Germany's foreign minister, HansDietrich Genscher, to declare that
the "window of peace surely has
not become wider but it has not
been shut."
The nearly 6V2 hours of talks
between Secretary of State James
A. Baker ill and Iraq's foreign

mnrti i ster lariq Az:z were characterized hy their participarits with.
disLouraietirig word,
Baker, who was t'ivt'il.g today for
Saudi Arabikto hncf allies on the
outcome, said that during more
than six hours of dis,,,ission with
.Azii he had heard 'nothing to suggest Iraqi flexibility.."
"We will not yield to threats."
Aziz told reporters Wednesday,
saying Baker's presentation was
fraught with them. The United
States is demanding unconditional_
withdrawal.

Some U.S. lawmakers said
intransigence in the Geneva la.,
raised the chances President Bu
would get congressional authoriza
non to wage war. Congress was tir
begin debating such a resolution
today.
Many U.S. lawmakers have
argued for delaying military action
and giving the U.N.-ordered'
embargo on trade with Iraq more
time to sap the Iraqi nation and
military.
Polls have shown the American
people about equally divided ,
T

Do you feel warmn the Middle East can be avoided?
Two Sections — 26 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
12
Dear Abby
Horoscope
7
Murray Today
6-8
Obituaries
9
Perspective
4
Sports
10, II
Bridal Section
12'Pages
Subscribers who base not
receked their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular orrice hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Robert Valentine
"As a nation we've learned since
Hitler's day that we have to be firm
ith bullies and tyrants like Hussein. I certainly hope that our diplomats work half as hard for peace
as the soldiers."

Jean Schweigert. _
"I would like to see a peaceful
solution, however I feel we are
dealing with an unreasonable man.
We likely will go to war. The only
thing that will turn this around is
the prayers of Christian people."

Hugh Eddie Wilson
"My feelings are very mixed at
this point, and the more I read and
hear, the more confused I seem to
become. But, naturally I hope that
a solution can be arrived at and we
won't have to go to war."

iqyce •Key
"My initial reaction would be to
avoid war if possible. Rumor has it
that Hussein is not prepared at this
time for nuclear war, but should we
let this go on, he could be prepared
in 18 months for nuclear war."

to seek peaLe

AP poll finds
most Americans
see war justified,
split on timing
NEW YORK (AP)
Most
Americans see war with Iraq as
justified but half are not ready to
attack if Saddam Hussein fads to
get out of Kuwait by the Jan. 15
deadline, an Associated Press poll
has found.
The poll was conducted Friday
through Monday when hopes were
still pinned on talks in Geneva. It
found 93 percent saying that at
least one of five arguments raised
for using force against Iraq is a
good reason for the United States
to go to war.
The direct objective of restoring
Kuwait's government is a good
reason for 59 ,percent of Americans. An interest eraier to home,
preventing Iraq from having control of a major source of the
world's>oil, persuades 69 percent.
,
(Cont'd on page 2)
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General
maintenance
work slated
by the city

blood" it war breaks out.
About 360,000 L'.$. soldiers are
deployed in the region along with (Cont'd from page Vs
(Coned from page 1)
'245.000 allied troops, facing some
Even more- Americans see a
The spokesman, lfaaeri Vedrine. 540,0t10 Iraqi troops in Kuwait and
reason for war in the life-andgood
did not. however, announce any
Iraq.
southern
argunients: 81 percent to predeath
new initiative.
Perez de Cuellar's petiee,seeking
troops from continuing
Iraqi
vent
Mitterrand said Wednesday that
mission was one of the few appaIn the interest and welfare of
mistreat the Kuwaiti
and
kill
to
France would push ahead with dip- 'Not SONOs of agreement duriog
customers, CFCWS of the
its
people, 74 percent to prevent Iraq
lomatic initiatiVea but convene its
Wednesday's talks in Geneva.
Public Works & UtiliMurray
weapons
nuclear
developing
from
parliament a week from today. preThe U N. chief said he would fly
Division, will ConWater
ties,
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to
71
percent
and
participation
sumably to consider
first to Genesa, then to the Iraqi
maintenance work
general
duct
•
dam's war-making ability.
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Bush
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munity officials discussed the Per- to avoid the worst,' Perez de
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This
percent said the United States
sian Gulf crisis today but soiced
wit! go with rry rno-.e
lar aa:d.
very
short period of time, a
5)
while
war.
percent
to
go
should
pessimism that AL:z would accept authority," he added
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favored giving economic sanctions
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that the
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said.
ment
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next few days. .
t4s
postbe
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of
washing
so
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expert
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above
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that
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half
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eased,the spokesperson said.
itself prepared for war immediately
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Vei :old reporters that in the
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finding
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is an
and abroad.,
H 4 war. Iraq would "abso'public opinion, research,' said
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ieaN
today.
Baghdad
in
embassy
Construction of 1-24
cror7sad to strike hack
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M
,
said
percent
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Research
which
:
Cireen. chairman of the Western
from
_approval
Bush
get
should
lared Iraq's 19th
Kentueky Legislative Caucus, said
Congress first if he decides to go to
he received a letter recently from
war.
1 7 .7. Slatc,..
Transportation Secretary Milo
The AP also asked what the
Bryant confirming the project
United States should do :1 it sucwhich had been dropped in 1980
Kw
ait.
of
oat
Iraq
getting
in
ceeds
,.)n the
':;" -•,
because of budget problems,
;'0'.4.;:r. 49
.e
remains
If
Saddam
.
.•.:en
according to the report.'
'percent "said the 1.- n•ted States
Ramps for the rest stop were
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should keep its troops in
completed in the late l974.
troops
:he
said
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and
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de:,ser. a
Bryant's._ letter came afr the
:F.ose who
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keep:ng
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area.
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• Sevefai news
4
•am,:
ducted gulf polls a: anoal
timo with varvie.g resat'
example, .The %;:seenetoe. PT)st
ABC News Pol: LTh week
63 percent think the 1•need
should go to war w 1th. Iraq to for„e
A :4-week program for youngit out of Kuwait "at mimic.
sters interested in playing a string
after Jan. 15."
ir,s:;..71-,ent will be offered at MuraThe margin of stor,p;i:le error it
ray State University beginning
plus or minus 3 percentage po.nts
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m. 'in
tonight.
the AP and Post poi., hardly
Hwy. 6-11 N.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
e
t
r
a
The Spring Preparatory Program
accou taa foe
wia provide group, private or semiin support for war.
. "I would attrib..te the 1'-e po:nts
arvate instruction on the violin.
at least !fl. ra7t
the
%:o.a. Leila and string bass for studer.ts ages 3 and older.

AP poll...

Initiatives...

Relief...
(Cont'd from page 1)
couldn't do it because they bascially didn't have the authority to but
they do have the authority to deal
with 'calamity' issues,- Rose said.
"Obviously, they don't see this as a
calamity issue. From the public's
standpoint, it is."

Latest Lt. Governor
candidate wants.
office he once opposed

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Bobby Richardson:says he will
slash his own budget and keep a
skeleton staff if elected lieutenant
governor. It's what he tried to do
Calloway lost approximately
a legislator who frequently
as
$6000 due to high absenteeism on
attacked Kentucky's No. 2 office
those. days, Rose said.
and its perks.
Russellville Superintendent Jim
The former Kentucky House
Young said in a letter to the board
speaker on Wednesday announced
that his syasem lost a minimum of
his candidacy in the May Democra$3,620 by remaining open Dec. 3
tic primary or lieutenant governor.
and 4.
If elected, he will run for governor
"The board, and I thought it
in 1995, Richardson said.
important that a stand be taken to
The 46-year-old Glasgow attorshow' that educated people would
ney acknowledged the irony of his
not be panicked into making irrarunning for an office he periodicaltional decisions based urnaridtaally tried to abolish or reduce during
ous (earthquake) projections made
his 19 years in the House.
by individuals who would bear no
"It was never the office itself I
responsibility for those predicdisdained, but rather the use and
tions," Young said.
abuse of it," he said in a news conBarney Tucker, the committee's
ference at the Capitol.
chairman, said that stale law prohiThe office has a SI million
bited the districts from getting any
annual budget and a staff of 20,
financial break unless a disaster
including Kentucky State Police
causes them to miss 20 or -more
guards. The officeholder traditiondays. The law also prohibits stually uses the staff and money in a
dents from being counted unless
four-year camptign for governor,
they are in school, added Tucker,
Richardson said.
of Lexington,
"I want to cut that budget by
one-half to two-thirds," he said. "I
But some board members concan do the job with less and do
tended the law was too restrictive
more. I don't need bodyguards:.
and that it penalized districts that
Who in the world would want to
held classes when it would have
assassinate
a lieutenant governor?''
been easier to close.
Richardson said he would
"I think we need to look at a
"reduce the staff to a reasonable
system for schools that try to opernumber - two or three at most."
The lieutenant governor's only'
ate under adverse conditions. Our
priorities are really' distorted," said
constitutional duties are to preside
Louisville member Gary Stewart.
over the Senate and become acting
The board, finally adopted a
governor when the chief executive
is out of state. By' statute, the
proposal by Somerset member Jane
governor is a member of
lieutenant
staff
a
authorizing
Evans
Joplin
numerous boards and commissions.
report on possible changes to proRichardson said his campaign
vide funding options other than the
formula.
be i;C:te.guartered in Palecah.
will
attendance
daily
average
He has a western Kentucky'
• "We can't grant (disaricts) this
strategy and. said $300,000 to
relief now. That's part of the reason for getting -this review," Evans $400.0(X1 would be "a reasonable
amount'' for a campaign budget.
said later. She said her proposal
calls for. Department of Elducation
Richardson is the sixth
staff, to also ,develop proposed_ announced or ac-knowiedgect
legislation for other fUndint! Democratic candidate for lieutenant
methods.
governor. Others are Pike County
Judge-Executive Paul Patton,
Attorney General Fred Cowan,
state Rep. Pete Worthington of
'Ewing, former Franklin , Circuit
Court judge Ray Corns and Steve
(Cont'd from page 1)
Collins, son of former Gov. Martha
of the collected taxes. In a pre- Layne Collins.
determined law, it is stated that a
sheriff shall be entitled to a fee
equal to his expense, no less than
1.5 percent, yet not exceeding 4
percent (KRS 160.500).
Howe agreed that a second opinion was in order to review the fig
ures presented in his audit. After reviewing the audit figFRANKFORT, Ky.'(AP) — In
ures, Rose said Wednesday mornwhat could ..set the Stage for the
ing that Miller agreed with the
hottest Republican primary in Kenmethodology and procedure Howe tucky in a qtorter century, Lexingused in. arriving at the . figures .a.,kton lawyer Larry Forgy is on the
Na%y Steffa of ,Murray, who has
presented
verge of returning to politics and
I:I...0:: in paibic schools and given
both Mr
think
"I
said,
Rose
for governor.
running
pr,ate lessons, will be the
Howe and Mr. Miller are people
Forgy. who may make an official
with a great deal of credibility in
as early as Friday,
announcement
Lessons and rehearsals will be in
feel
also
I
the area of accounting.
rte Doyle Fine Arts Building on
that they perform their work with. would . be attempting to rehabilitate
a political career many believed
'.larray 's campus.
_
ability and integrity."
four year ago
dead
appeared
it
that
commented
Rose
A ;•.'sleet the Instruments" night
his
in
generous
been
had
Howe
that
Annex
.-_,,' he. at 7 tonight in -the
The day at ter New Year's Day' in
-11T- --figures in The-aildir—
- s-w
e.' e;.ital .fiiii-ii? DoyfE-Les's-on
1987, Forgy stunned the GOP by
,antinue through May 11 with a
Comparing this new amount to taking himself out of the gubernaRecital on May
Solo
Day
'-1,ther's
Independent schools, Rose torial stakes. Forgy had been all
Murray
_
but ceded the nomination and was
reported that conversations he had
a good chance of winning the
given
that
with
showed
had
officials
local
\lore information can be
the Murray city schools reported governorship for the Republicans
• :ained 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m. on
paying the -city clerk anywhere for the first time since '1967.
!.arsdays from Steffa at 762-6448
That last GOP governor, Louie
from 55,500 to $6,000 for the same
7 !rum Karen Guthrie at 762-2187
collection of school taxes, two- Nunn. is instrumental in Forgy's
-800-669-7654.
thirds to three-fourths of the latest foray.
amount the county collects.
Nunn has been talking up ForIn other business, the county
gy's candidacy and is engineering
board:
what may be a slate with Harlan
selected Rick Murdock as the
lawyer Eugene Goss running for
Board of Education Chairperson
lieutenant governor.
and Wayne Blackford as his Vice"I was encouraging them (other
Chaii.person.:
Republicans) to keep their powder
*agreed to add on to East Calloway
dry," Nunn said in •a telephone
Elementary School and the Central
interview on Wednesday.
Office as part of the New Facility
Forgy did not return numerous
Plan.
calls to his home and office.
*passed to revise for accreditation.
Hopkins, in a prepared state*announced that food service bids ment, said: "Regardless of who
were accepted from Kraft, in all
may or may not run on the Reputhree categories: groceries, frozen blican or Democratic side, I am in
foods and canned foods.
the race for governor of Kentucky
'heard the following personnel
to win. And the positive response
report:
we have generated these past eight
Shirley Hughes was hired by
weeks indicates I can win."
Calloway County Middle 'School
Goss considered a campaign for
with food services; Wayne Garrigovernor this year but abandoned it
son was hired as ilia/substitute bus after charging that Hopkins and the
driver and Marlene Waldrop was GOP hierarchy had stacked the
hired as a substitute secretary.
deck.

might begin
this spring: Bryant
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MSU offering course County board...
for interested players
of string instruments

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and ..(11(,.'

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-6489

_
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Read the want ads daily

Murray's Only Local
Television Station
News 46

The Morning Show

Mornings Are Fun

Aram.
New s Anchors Chuck Shuffet and Raelyn Barlow. Back
row I, to R Jimmy Gingles, Weather, Mike Winn,
Sports

Local News.
Local-Weather.
Local Sports.

4 p.m. 5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p.m. Weekdays

Larry Forgy
ponders return
to state politics

Co-ilosts Raelyn Barlow and Tim Black.

Talk Show
With Veal News & Weather
Interviews With People YOU Know
8 a.m. & 9 a.m. Weekdays

•
...••••444.0••••Prrr'''"—

On

%MS•1340
Gary Powley & Chuck

United VVay

Shuffet1
9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh
Good Time Show

It brings out the best
in all of us:"
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Preparing for art competition
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ing workshops. The pieces shown Jan. 17 --Meeting — umera Club, 7
will he the work of several artists
from the Jackson Purchase, includ- p.m.. Public Library meeting room
ing Brent McKinney and Russell Through Januar) —
Display —EntrieS tor the SecWalker of Paducah and lack Goodwin. Gaylon Rogers, Bill Nelson, ond Annual Murray-Calloway
and Ron Edwards, all of Mayfield. County Camera Club Photography
For more information about the ,competition. free. .Public Library
current exhibit or -any other guild ,meeting room.(The public can %we
I for the
....e People's ('hue('hueAward
activities..call 502-24'7-6971

variety of techniques and
iisediums will he represented. Stone
carvings in both alabaster and
limestone. wood -carvings, work in
cast bronze, ceramic masks, clay
pots and ceramic sculpture will all
he represented in this exmbit.
Many of the stone carvings featured in the .exhibit were made by
students in the guild's stone carv-
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Mayfield Art Guild exhibits work
A Collection of Three Dimensional Art entitled. 'Art in the
Round" is the featured exhibit at
the Mayfield/Graves County _Art
Guild Gallery at 121 W. Broadway
in Mayfield. The exhibit continues
"
through Feb. 19.
All works in this particular exhibit will be included, in the central
three dimensional theme, however

PAGE 3

Murray ,.‘rt Guild member Margaret Crawford paints a picture
which will be entered in this year's Art Guild competition. Also pictured are Art Guild members Trudy Baker (left) and Terri Burke.
The competition, titled "Regional Images," will he open to any adult
who wishes to'enter. Paintings must depict outdoor scenes.with some
form of building in it. Entries will be received March 18 and 19, with
judging on March 20. The exhibition of the winning pieces and a
reception will be held March 24. Over $800 worth of prizes will he
given away to contest winners. Entry blanks for the contest will he
available at the Art Guild later this month.

Eagle Gallery to host
two exhibits, reception
at Murray State 'University is pleased to present
I tie Eagle Gallery
to exhibitions: "Sticks" and "Time...Pieces." They will open to the public on Jan. 14.
A lecture by Larry Ilackley, curator of the handmade walking sticks
ShOW': wilt'be 'held'at 710 p.m. On Jan. 18, followed by a reception for
both exhibitions.
The walking stick is probably one of the oldest utilitarian objects in
man's history. It has served as an aid to walking, an offensive and defensive weapon, a status symbol, a commemorative item, an advertising gimmick, a means to express an idea, and for the whittler, a way to pass time.
Included in the "Sticks" show are some of. Kentucky's premier walking
tick carvers. Denzil Goodpaster's figurative canes have bikini --clad -women, leopards and alligators, as well as a likeness to Dolly Parton.
Elisba Baker commemorates They King — Elvis — and also Dolly Parton. _
Harry Cooper uses his life experiences of farming and mining as sources for inspiration; miners, horses and cattle adorn his walking sticks.
Other carvers depend on complex graphic designs sometimes painted or
smoke stained. Helen LaFrance of Boaz, Graves Co. is the only woman
represented in the show. Two women carrying bundles on their heads are
carved into the handle of he cane and an empty lipstick holder forms the
tip. She will be the guest of honor at the Jan. 18 lecture and reception.
"Time...Pieces" is about the and its perception by Kentucky artists.
The concept'of time is a fascinating and fertile theme for an exhibition.
This human invention created to explain change and provide a reference
for events now rules our lives.
The 21 artists invited to,participme in "Time...Pieces" have interpreted
the theme into a full ranft of ideas. Even the functional clocks incorporate aspects of the physics of time and matter; for example, George Neel's
piece suggests the distortion that is predicted to occur as a timepiece
approaches the speed of light.
The instant of time: is explored by Tom Pfannerstill in "Black/Light: A
Universe .of Increments." A strobe light illuminates blowing pieces of
styrofoam seen'through a portal in the front. Every image is new and represents an absolutely random arrangement at a point in time.
The "life time" of an object is the theme of Tim Glotzbach's wall
dock Its_ existence is suspended in time as a result of the unfinished state_
As he says, "time just ran out." Other local artists with "Time...Pieces" in
the 'exhibition are Steve Bishop, David Jackson and Paul Sasso.
,Before time slips away...stop to consider these "Time...Pieces" and the
perceptions explored by these Kentucky artists. "Time...Pieces" is made
available through the Kentucky Art and Craft Foundation and is sponsored by the Humana Foundation. These two exhibitions and associated
events are made poss-ible in part by funds from the Kentucky Arts Council
and the National Endowment for the Arts.
The Eagle Gallery is located on the fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at the, corner of 15th and Olive Streets on the MSU campus.
The galleries are open from 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Frdiay, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday, and 1-4 p.m. Sunday:I-he galleres are closed on university
holidays. There is no charge for admission.

Paducah Symphony Orchestra
features work by MSU graduate
A- highlight of the Jan. 19 subscription concert by the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra will be the
premiere of a work commissioned
by the orchestra and composed by
Paducah native William Averitt, an
honors graduate of Murray State
University, where he received a
Bachelor of Music in Compostion.
In the Lomposition, called "The
Palmer H-OUse Dream Dances,"
Averitt repenthers the elegant old
Palmer Hotel which,-arthe turn of
the century, was the center of so
much of Paducah's social activity.
"Dream Dances" recreates some of
the musical energy found in five
dances popular in the hotel's heyday. They are a Waltz, Ragtime,
Valse Triste, Tango, and Fox Trot.
After graduating from MSU,
Averitt earned two more degrees, a
Master's degree, .and Doctor of
Music in Composition, from Florida State University. His composition teachers included James Woodard at MSU, John Boda at FSU.
and Betsy Jolas at Tanglewood.
Averitt has composed nearly 50
works which have been performed
throughout the United States,
Western Europe and Russia. In

addition it) being a composer, he is
a professor of musiC in-romposition and theory at the Shenandoah
College and 'Conservatory in
Winchester, Va. He is also the conductor and founder of the Winchester Musica Viva, a community
based professional level choir. In
1988, he received an Award for
Excellence from the Shenandoah
Arts Council in recognition of his
work with the choir.
Also on the program will be
"The Planets," a major work by
Gustav Hoist, along with Beethoven's Overture to "King Stephen."
"The Planets" is a masterpiece of
imagination and musical craftsmanship. In the work, Hoist produced
strikingly original "portraits" of
seven planets in our solar system.
They include Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune. The central theme from
Jupiter has become a patriotic
hymn.
The concert will be at 8:15 p.m.
at Symphony Hall, Jetton Blvd. at
Clark Street in Paducah. A limited
number of seats are available for
the concert. They can be reserved
on a first-come basis by calling
444-0065.
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Musings from a Murray millionaire

Dr, John C. Querterm.ous
had life of service
-A void will be left in Murray, due to the death.
of Dr. John C. Quertermous on Wednesday. ,Dr.
Querternious had practiced medicine- in, Murray
since 1950. Through his practice and leadership
roles he touched thousands of lives in Murra, the
state and nationally. .
tie was .a leader and founder of many cis ic and
community projects in Murray. His leadership in
the medical profession brought him into prominent roles both statewide and nationally. Ile had
the deep respect of .his professional peers and ,
community leaders everywhere.
Ilk friendship was extended to those in .all
ysalks of life. Dr. "Q" -w as alsvass there, %l hen
needed, as a.professional man and builder of the
good things for Murray.
lie had a deep love for his lamils, the commun'lit>, and his many interests, through service here,
tor 41 Nears.
•Dr. ciuertermous opened his ottice in Nlurras
on Jan. 9. 1950. lie died 41 Vears later on Jan: 9.

I havenillecided what I'll do
thrth it yet. Sail out a savings and
loin. Buy a bungalow on the beach
in Barbados. Pay off my' VISA
card,,
Who knows? I might be able to
manage all that :and still , have
By Constance
enough Tell -over to get my eyes
kexander
done. Thirty-five million dollars.
after all. is a cache of cash that can
go far, even in these days of live lobster into a pot of boiling
water? How to- fillet a fish faster
inflation.
you can say, liemilich Manthan
Of coiirse. I don't have all this,
cash in hand yet. but 1 have four euver?" How to clean the refrigerator so impeccably that even your
chances to become a multimillionaire.' It's nearly a_sure thing, mother-in-law is impressed?
All you have to do is SA -yes"
according to the sweepstakes mailings I've received in the past two to_a trial copy 0[i/ousel/Old Thnts
& Hand% Tips, a veritable 'Rosetta
weeks.
Offering a paltry 55 million, Sonic of "domestic tfoubleshoiritifig.
Reader's Digest allows me to select •when you return your Reader's
the color of the Cadillac I might fkeest sweepstakes entry. Three
win. along with some pocket monthly installments of just $7.99
money — 5325.0(81 in cash. They eaLh is all you need pay if you
also present me with the privilege keep the hook beyond the 7-day
and you might ssiti• a few
of reviewing their book, Household
million
_last for your trouble.
which
promTips,
Hints & Handy
Not he he outdone by Reader's
ises easy solutions to some of life's
Digq. Ed McMahon is giving
thorn ier problems.
a
charm
to
how
awas
a cool 510 million through
know
Want to

MAIN
STREETf

American Family Publishers. It
costs nothing except a few magazine subscriptions: Think of it. A
year's worth of American Handgunner, Barbie Magazine, or Bowling Digest and a shot at a fortune.
If I can figure out all the directions, and detach and affix my correct order-entry card to my official
entry-order card, I might be a winner. And even if I'm not. I'll still
have those wonderful magazines.
Publisher's Clearing House,
which sent a SI() million packet to
mc and one to my husband too, is
probably the most attractive of the
sweepstake§ offers. You.not only
get the opportunity to Choose the
colOr of your 1991, XJ-S Jaguar --red, white, or blue -- but you. are
presented with the unique priviledge of subscribing to such brain
busters as Contest Newsletter,
Woman's Day Crosswords, and
Vegetarian Times.
Now there's an offer most of us
are not capable of refusing. especially since there's also a _chance to
win a U.S. flag folded into the
deal.

In the past, when I received
these sweepstakes notices in the
mail, I tossed them right into the
trash. But this ...year I decided
read each one carefully, to weigh
the benefits, and then to make a
sensible investment.
I artwit to being interested in the
Reader's Digest household hints
hook because it promises to solve
the age-old problem of lost keys,
but they can keep thc-Cadillac.
The Jaguar from Publisher's
Clearing House definitely turns my
head, and they give you various
manufacturers' coupons that contri:
bute to the Special Olympics, as
long as they arc redeemed by Jan.
-20, 1991.
American Family Publishers is
probably the easiest to enter, however. with the only requirement
being to paste a couple of stamps
within the designated blocks on the
entry form.
Or maybe I'll take the time and
enter all of them. Who knows' I
may already hy a winner. Ani:
person could go far on a
million

-1991.

We have lost a wonderful doctor, a supporter of
the, community and a friend.
Our thoughts iZo out to his famils and \se hope
that his life and service w ill he a guideline for
others in the future.
tie left deep footprints in this cominunns and
did so much that was good for so mans.
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Today is Thursday, Jan. 1(1. the loth day of 1991. "here are 355 day
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. I(1,...12.7.6, American _r_e_vol ntionary Thomas.Paine published his,
.hiluential pamphlet, "Common Sense." In his call for American inde.pendence from England, Paine wrote, "Everything that is right or reasonable pleads for separation."
On this date:
In 1861, Florida seceded from the Union.
In 1928, the - Soviet Union ordered the exile of Leon Trotsky.
In 1946, the first General Assembly of the United Nations convened in
s
•
London.
In 1946, .the first manmade contact with the Moon was made as radar
signalS were bounced off the lunar. surface.
In 1957, Harold Macmillan became prime minister of Britain, following
the resignation of Anthony .Eden.
In 1978, :he Soviet Union launched two cosmonauts aboard a Soyuz
capsule for a rendezvous with the Salyut VI space laboratory where two
other cosmonauts had been living for a month.
In 1980:former Aft-C10 president George Mean - -died in Washington
D.C. at age 85.
In 1984,, the United States and the Vatican established full diplomatic
relati•ons for the first time in more than a century:Ten years ago: Millions of Poli-sh workers defied the government by
staying off the job on a Saturday to press their demand for a -five-day,
40-hour work week.
- Five years ago: Heavy 'rain at, Cape Canaveral, Ha., forced a seventh
delay in the flight of the space shuttle Cotutnbia.
One year ago: Chinese Premier Li Peng lifted Beijing's seven-monthold martial law, and said that by crushing pro-democracy protests, the
army had saved China from "the abyss of misery."
• Today's Birthdays: Singer Gisele MacKenzie is M. Open singer Sherrill Milnes is 56. Baseball Hall-of-Famer Willie McCovey is 53. Singer
Frank Sinatra Junior is 47. Singer Rod Stewart is 46. Singer
Benatar
is 38.
Thought for Today: "The force that rules the world is conduct, whether
it be moral or immoral." - Nicholas Murray Butler, American educator
(1862-1947).
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Art exhibit to be displayed at MSU
An exhibition titled "Lady of the
Lake" featuring 20 wall panels woven
by Murray artist Philis Alvic will be
on display in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State University Jan. II through March 2.
Pieces by Ms. Alvic, who has
maintained a handweaving studio in
Murray for the past 15 years, are
based on the long romantic poem by
Sir Walter Scott titled "Lady of the
Lake."
While her work is titled by specific
poetic passages, the show does not
attempt to relate the story of the poem.
Instead, the mood or feeling of the
selection is conveyed in shapes and
colors.
Ms. Alvic's work has ,been represented in more than 125 juried,
invitational and solo exhibitions. She
has served as a juror for fiber and craft
shows and has presented weaving
workshops throughout the country.
She contributes articles regularly to
The Crafts Report and several weaving publications and is the Kentucky
critic for Art Papers.
Planned in conjunction with her
exhibition is "A Scott Festival: Sir
Walter Scott in Art and Literature"
Jan. 16-17-18, which is supported in
part by a grant from the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Festival events include:
A panel discussion of Scott's place
in literature at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 16 in
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Murray Cablevision
to air Senate debate
The Senate debate on the Persian
Gulf crisis will be carried by Murray Cablevision on cable channel
52. The Senate at this time has
scheduled the debates to begin at 9
a.m. CST.
The debates will center around
America's involvement in the Persian Gulf crisis and whether President Bush can have consent to go
to war.
"We will carry gavel-to-gavel
coverage of the debates." Burnette
'Ferguson. system manager said. "It
is an example once again of how
the cable industry is at the forefront in providing coverage of
news and events that affect all of
us."

Wrather Museum; the film titled
"Ivanhoe" at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 17 in the
Curris Center theatre; and an address
by Dr. Donald Keyes, curator of the
Georgia Museum of Art in Athens,on
the Alvic exhibition and how a viewer
approaches art at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 18 in
Wrather Museum.
All activities are open to the public
at no admission charge. Additional
information about the exhibition and
the festival may be obtaindd by
calling the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum at (502) 762-4771.
After a four-week long Christmas
vacation, Murray Stair University
students begin returning to the community Wednesday as residence halls
open at noon.
Late registration and payment of
fees for the spring semester is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the

Sixteen undergraduate psychology
students at Murray State University
presented papers detailing the result.%
of their original research at a recent
meeting of the Kentucky Academy of
Science in Highland Heights, Ky.
Students, their hometowns and the
title of their research papers include:
*Sherry Bone, Cunningham, Ky.,
"Long-term effect.% of child sexual
abuse on adult females";
*Monica Clark, Rosiclare, Ill.,
"The study of short-term memory
forgetting in auditory hallucinators";
*Melissa Fisher. Orange Park, Ha.,
"The effect of mood on memory";
*Chad A.Gregory,Paducah,"Dogmatism and student resistance to evolution";
*Tami Harbolt, Louisville, "The
occurrence of verbal hallucinations in

Philis Alvic

— Benton & Poducoh * * * Kelle
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'Kim Hester, Paris, Tenn.,"Rcjec.
lion of the mentally ill: Understanding
the power of a label";
*Paul Hickling, Frankfort, "The
study of mental rotation in hallucinators";
*Richard Hudson, Shelbyville,
"Denial and AIDS in a college student
sample";
*Gerald L. Jackson, Arlington,
"Burnout 14 primary and secondary.
educators";
*Darcy Lorenzen, Orland Park,
"The impact of music videos on
student attitudes about sex and violence";
*Nikki A. OR isky, Evansville.
Ind., "Racial attitudes on a college
.
campus";
*Michelle L. Roby. Owensboro,
"The effects of physical conditioning
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Fisher-Price spin
off bill $50 million
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Oats Co. will take a
charge to discontinue operations in
its second fiscal quarter ended Dcc.
- 31. 1990. related to its planned
spin-off of the Fisher-Price toy
business, according to a report
from United Press International.
The pre-tax charge will be about
S50 million or 40 cents per share.
Ronald J. Jackson. president and
CEO of Fisher-Price, attributed the
charge to "recent disclosures of
financial difficulties by several
Fisher-Price's retail customers."
Quaker plans to spin off FisherPricc, announced last April, are
expected to be finalized by the end
of the first quarter of this year, the
company said.
Quaker
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'On any Instock furniture, accessories, and a select group of TV's,
VCR's, appliances. Offer does not apply to previous purchases and 10%
deposit on all special orders with a minimum purchase of $499 and your
approved credit.
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More than a dozen students have
registered for three graduate engineering courses being offered by
the University of Kentucky at
Paducah's new graduate center.
Two classes exploring mechanical engineering, nuclear reactor
analysis and fuel management were
taught Wednesday by UK faculty
members via two-way television
with students at the center, which
is in the former Pepsi bottling company building at 3000 S. Irvin
Cobb Drive.
A third class on digital electronic
circuits starts today at 5 p.m.
the three-credit-hour courses.
which can be used toward a master's degree, are being taught
simultaneously at the center and at
Owensboro by UK faculty
members.
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totsky.
onvimed in

*Shelly Wood, Charleston, Mo.,
"Effects of self-perceived physical
attractiveness on partner selection";
*Julie M. Yarbro, Camden, Tenn..,
"Maximizing the relationship between job satisfaction and job performance "
The students competed against
undergraduate and graduate Students
from several Kentucky universities in
the Griffith Memorial Research Competition. Winning first place and Sl(X)
was Ms. O'Risky, with Ms. Bone, Ms.
Clark and Ms. Yarbro receiving honorable mention recognition.

co

.0

Graduate center
hosts classes

or, cognitive processes";
*Anthony Wilson, Paducah, "Eating behaviors";
"LaRe Wilson, Benton, Ill., "Factors affecting the tip-of-the-tongue
pherlomenon";

viSuai artists ,

Vocational Center
to offer CPR class
A CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) course will be offered at the
Murray Area Vocational Education
Center beginning on Tuesday night,
Jan. 22. The class is a 6 hour class that
trains persons in CPR or will also
count as a CPR retraining program.
The class is six hours in length and
will be held from 6-9 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 22 and Tuesday, Jan. 29,
1991.
There will be a SI5 fee. In addition,
students who do not have CPR books
will be required to purchase a book.
Books and face shields will be available on the first class meeting for
purchase.
To enroll, call the KY TECHMurray Vocational Center at 7531870. The class is limited to the first
--A persons.
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MSU psychology students present papers

CUR'S Center ballroom Thursday and
Friday, with classes resuming Monday, Jan. 14.
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Murray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkern, editor

DATEROOK
Borrowed BLS-CPR tape needed
,,!:
of Calloway
A tape. BLS-CPR. was tx.rrowed Dec 10.1ro:r.
County Chapter of American Red Cross at Weaks Cate: I :. '•;s tape. prop
eny of local Red Cross Chapter. is now needed !or a CPR class. The
person who borrowed the tape is requested to please return to the Ked
Cross office at Weak. Center, said Pegg,
.

CPR course to sta -t Ji,i. 22

RECESSION???

ar
B
He

Malglelti/GniVeS Gliliti

•
Mayleld/Gra.es County

liVinter

Girl Scout meeting On Monday
Paining and Core meeting will be Monday.
6
m a: the (.rl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street. All leaders
,::a.r:r.;• are urged to attend. according to Suzan Rotterman.
,na,rrau-

tsmurl! hris Dr! name -brand lathes. redCrtwear'

CLEARANCE
5Ø%.75% Off
Selected Decorative Accessories

Plannin Council offers help
Preschool Interagency Planning Council IPIP-C) of Calloway County
tfk• ,.rrounding area is a non-profit organization consisting of profes- ass who are Interested in helping preschool children who have special
p-70•C
PIP-C to help identify and refer preschool child..espe;:al needs :o appropriate professionals as well as making
aware of fat community resources are available, for these
PIP C .so offers inservices about topics such as early ideritifiig and community' resources. Any organization intera PVC representative speak at one of your meetings.
'or Judy V.- hit:en at 753-6(131.
,

Mexican buffet planned Friday

Happm
. esTlace
In

Design & Decorative Accessories

12th St.

'

753-4567

photo workshops planned

he Maxstic Bald EaL:le." a winter photo workshop. will be held at
Ree:oot Lake. Tenn.. Jan. 19 to 20 and March 2 and 3, sponsored by
r. Sod:h I;:dstrators of Union City. Tenn. The cost will be SI50 per
;\:rso:1 W't Camera Club members' only SI25. and S200 per couple. This
1Z4nh and dinner on Saturday and breakfast on Sunday, two rolls
,te film and -0‘ernight processing for next day evaluation. Participants
be ea dud c:ther by boat or land vehicle (or both) to view, and photoeagles Prof'essional Photographers Ken Jenkins and Stephen
.•
dire,t the workshops. For reservations and information
••5
or 1-Q0' -885-7738

JO-AN's varieties• on the square
-

to meet

Art Guild will meet Monday. Jan. 14, at 7
p m. al 121 West Broadway, Mayfield. All persons interested in the arts
are encouraged to attend. For more information call the guild at

:es a!

A

Amber Michelle Gallimore born

The annual Tri-Star Baskethall Contest. sponsored by Murray Optimist
Club. will. he Saturday. Jan. 12. at 1 pm. at Calloway County Middle
School Gym This will he a pass. shoot and dribble contest for ages 8 to
13 Registration forms ha.e been made available at all schools, hut permay register at the door: :

•

\A!:
A CPR icardopulmonary resuss.1..1:ittr,'
rav Area Vi.ea0onal Education ('enter starting 1,.esda. Jan 22 lhe six
.1,a CPR retra,r,
hour class :hat :rains persons in CPR or M111 :sis.`
Jan 22.
l he from 6 lo 9 p rn 07 I
ir.g program Se'son
fuesdaN. Jan 2ao wi,b. tee of SI5 being charged 1.:1 add.t.on, s:adems
s. Books
4.-ho Jo not have CPR hooksIi he req -u.red to pur.has1/4.• 4
meel.ng
as
the
and face \Melds wil, Pe available for purel',ase a:
'be KY TICH-Nt'irras ‘'ocatio"-a! Ceraer a: -5 1 - '. s"1 T I.•
T•
:(1 pCrs

I:stno
'
o
t

Basketball contest Saturday

•

ka

:70:71
lo. a, 6 pm

served at M'array Country Club on Friday,
;I) p n. Reservations must be made by Thursday. Jan.
16.

Gospel conuention is scheduled Association, V.111 have its winter convenhursday , and contihuing through Saturday. Ses7,4.1 at Southland Baptist Temple, Yarbro
1.4,! g-o,u ps from Kentucky, Tennessee. Illinois and

1--.
s.0--,.
Lanc.

.1.(wati limit Wallace born
,,` Rt. 3. Box )9(:, Murray. are the parents
•••, 1
a Ham:. soen pounds 11 ounces. measuring 21
25. a: 5 .3 2 p.m.-at !Murray-Calloway County
In, mm.. crieris n: f.Hrmer Penny Overhey. They- have another
7-, B7,
‘1,;,,,;,;
: I ). %C.:,:p.ire"..:• are Jerry I Redi Ovtirbey and Judy.
(). .:7ke%
NIurra‘ 'and Edward and Virginia Wallace of Owensboro.

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise

Tuesday hospital report released
Sale Slants Friday

hildren.16 Shoes
Southside Shopping Center

•.ewborn adrr,Hsions, disafld ord... e,;•iration at
.N1..rraH allowa Co,.n.:‘
7 ••I
ha‘e
753-4383

\•-wborn admissions
..:„•-_ bany girl. t- .rents. Althea and James fo. :* Box 180.
B hanan.
,a.
•Lesa
V
6(1Farm

Schroader baby boy, parents.
Charlotte and Robert. Rt. 8, Box
-P. 20. Murray.
Dismissals
Luther Easley. 832 Southn Ninth
Mayfield: Mrs. Frances Waggoner, 1707 Miller Ave., Murray:
Miss Hope.. Elizabeth Andrews,
Pt. 3, Box 299, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Bonita- Orr, F-5 Southside Manor,
Murray;
Beverly Carl DeGraw, 1214 Col:ge Ctsi, Murray: Mrs. Ruth Hill.
• If) Hurt Dr.. Murray;
((lont'd on page 8)

!THEATRES

Kindergarten
Cop (PG-13)

Amber Michelle Gallimore was born Saturday. Jan. 5. at 2:15 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She weighed six pounds 10 ounces
and measured.20 inches. Her father is Jody Gallimore and her mother is
Jada Johnson. Her grandparents are Glenda Johnson and Gad and Jimmy
Gallimore. A great-grandmother is Patty Beach. The names of the parents
were published incorrectly on Wednesday. The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets the error and is happy_ to set the record straight.

Emily Rose Ann Boyd born
aanor, Murray,•is the mother of
Ms. Elizabeth Boyd of C-5 Southside.
a daughter, Emily Rose Ann, weighing four pounds nine ounces, measuring 171/2 inches, born on Thursday. Jan. 3, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She has one son, Sam, 4. Grandparents are Jack and Sarah
Smith of Buchanan, Tenn.. and Carolyn Smith of Louisville. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Metro Hoskie of Murray'.

-

Tristan Emily Wooster born

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wooster of Arlington. Texas, are the parents of a
daughter, Tristan Emily, weighing six pounds 111/2 ounces, measilring
191/4 inches, born on Friday. Jan. 4, at 6:38 p.m. at Arlington Memorial
Hospital. The mother is the former Gail Horn of Murray' Grandparent.,s
are Mrs. Mildred Horn and the late Lloyd Horn of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wooster of Herst. Texas.

RVS will offer special workshop
Rape Victim Services will offer its annual 40-hour workshop to persons
interested in helping victims of sexual assault starting Thursday. Jan. 31.
Ten plenary-sessions will he conducted by RVS 'staff and area experts mm
the field of law enforcement, mental health, medicine and the legal profession. The sessions will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Thursday' nights
beginning Jan. 31 at First Christian Church, Paducah. There will be a S10
fee to cover the cost of materials. Volunteers provide crisis counseling.
medical/legal advocacy and community education presentations. To register cp11 Rape Victim Services at 1-442-7271 or 1-442-S702.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"Knowledge is of two kinds tAt
know a subject ourselves, or we
know where we can find information upon it
SaThuel Johnson

BOBBY WOLFF

I 10
NORTH
•8 7 5
IP A .1 8
'6Q t6
4 K J 10 8 5

A

EAST
-How could you tell that it was WEST
4K J 9 3 4
•Q 10 4
better to try the heart finesse than •K 5 3
V 7 64
2
to set up the near-solid diamond •5 3
•A 6 4 2
suit"- asked an admiring kibitzer
•6 2
•9 41"I couldn't be certain of anything
on my own.- replied South. "sot alSOUTH
lowed the opponents to come to my
4A6
rescue.Q 10 9
South refused East's spade queen
•K J 9 8 7'
and won the spade continuation
4A Q 7
with his now blanked ace Without
fear he led his heart nine and passed Vulnerable North-South
it for a winning finesse A second Dealer South
heart finesse succeeded, and the The bidding
three heart .tricks, together with South West_ , North
East
five clubs and the spade ace. 1 NT
3 NT
All pass
Pass'
brought his total to nine tricks
How did South know to take the
Opening lead Spade trey
heart finesse instead of knocking
out the diamond ace" After all, had
BID %Hit THE ACES
spades been 4-4. the surer play for
nine tricks would have been to dis- South holds
lodge the diamond ace
•K J 9 3 2
The answer lay in South's duck at
•K 5 3 2 .
trick one He refused the first trick
•5 3
not so much in an.effort to isolate
+62
West's suit (West might have bid
with a six-card suit) as in an effort
to get information about the spade North South
1V
distribution
After East's- spade queen held.
ANSWER: Two ,hearts Do not bid
East led back the 10. and South had
one spade %kith strength enough for
all-the information he needed Had
only one constructive bid, choose
spades been 4-4. East surely would
the single raise '
have led back his lowest card Since
he didn't. West had to have at least `send bridge question., to The Ares PO Box
five spades. so the heart finesse of- 1231,3 Dallas Texas 75225 with self addressed
stamped envelope fur reply
fered the better chance
•te
,T,r,gt.. IV91 I ntterl

GIANT
STOREY'S
FOOD
presents the
Ivie Rib Mobile and
Mississippi BBQ Buggy

Home Alone
PG

Tuesday, Jan. 8 - Saturday, Jan. 12
,.•
.ears ne..e
our Bridal Regtur. Ser.
to he one of the mi.ct appr.
Aated all the cer.trer
offer our custorners It 'hr.the perfe t wedding or shoAergy.
whajfikteprospertie biidt

Currcntb In Our RuguiL.,

The Godfather
Part III (R)

7 30

Sauce
created and

Paula Brockman • Ron Kohlenhrrger
Kim Hale Jay Simmons
rvstal Russell - Chris 'Etwart
:Jill Humphreys - Jamie Vane*,

74.544tea4e
121 By-Pass

753-4541

'SPECIAL
Seasoning and

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
.
loom Chestnut • 753-3:III
•
i'op.q, II:am I., to:pm

used
only by Ivie
Enterprises

CATERING AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS

••
,
r•
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cainpanion.
or be a good -old
Just satin and hangin around.
Just listenin while time tici
Old clocks can be a friend.
away.
when it's time to g.y. or _sta
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
riles

GladysJarrett,
Director
Folklife at Unviersity of Pennsylvania. Her dissertation topic was
"Social Use and Meaning of the
Folk Dwelling in Southwestern
North Carolina." She is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa.
Gladys aftett, director of Writers Potpourri, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.
She also has released some of the
poems w-ritten by participants as
- follows:

5 p.m. at
0 ounces
mother is
id Jimmy
le parents
& Times

r

nother of
measury County
nd Sarah
c. Great-

Behold the Splendor
By Wilma Jean Sanders May I stand with reverence in
the morning
Greet with joy the dawning day
May I seize each golden minute
Embrace each hour along the
way
When the petty concerns of
living
Conceal the grandeur of the day
May I pause to look around me
Be awed by the splendor
come what may.

• Michael Ann Williams
•
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday. Jan. 1(2, at, 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Special guest will be Michael
Ann Williams, assistant professor
of Programs in Folk Studies at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Ureen. since January
1986.
Prior to this position, she had
been adjunct lecturer at University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign;
folklife specialist at Mountain Heritage Ccater, Western Carolina
University.
She received her M.A. and. MD.
in Department of Folklore and

rents of a
rteasdring
lernorialldparencs •
Mr. and

persons
, Jan. 31.
'xperts ifd
egal proay nights
he a Sit)
iunseling.
To reg.! .

A New Quest
By Charlie E. York
My brother grew old and
decrepit
expiring at the last.
To give me the chance
to correct the. errors past.
A...ch,ance to aspire
to enduring heights of peace.

Your individual
Horoscope

' WOLFF

Frances Drake
(It 1:1{11)AN , .IAN 1
ARIES
(Mat -21 to Apr Pi
• There are;.a. few niataters ininisineSs
that remain unclear nt)w flow .'v 'r
there's a pleasant act-elit on Sof tat
interests Accept an invitation to go
'HI1111.10dIt'le spet-ial
TAURUS
( Apr 20 to May 20)
It s.not the best time Ii, seek advice
about financial concerns
it could prove misleading Your
personality is a fat-tor in the succes
ses achieved today
GEMINI
(May 21 to.lune 24)
Either you or a partner will remain
undecided about a possible expendi
ture or investment But this IS a
joyous time for getting along with
each other Some get engaged!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
'
Business and pleasure ciiinhitictlo
your advantage Y111111 meet with (WV:
le
opportunities now to improve oluori
and to get ahead in lit, Seize the
moment!
LEO •
(July 2:ln, Aug 22)
against distractions on the
job -today. You're ready now- 1(1 gti out
for festive tittles ROIllatice blossoms
and its togetherness time for high
single and married individuals.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
'You could be entertaining y inn'
people from work now You're not
quite sure how to handle a situation
with a child. However. its a time of
joy in the family circle
LIBRA(Sept. 23 to ht. 22)
Get more than one estimate tor
household repairs. (tpportunit les
come tifow through friendship You
have the perfect evening for romance
and -the enjoyment of outside enter
tainments.
SCORPIO
(I ht. 23 to Nov. 21)
You'll find something lovely for

H A

10 4
64
64 2
43-

flt1

East
All pass

?. trey

CES
B

Do not bid
enough for
)id, choose
PO Box .
self-addressed.

ices

Syn.& •te •

It‘' 11 1,./91

Mr tiOnIC when shopping I liartl
against *t154011 mindedness as
CI Mkt

To offer those in my grasp
a new and lasting lease;
I am here . for the vagabond
to start his quest anew.
To give the wayward child
a new path to pursue.
I offer those who are obese
with pounds they would like to
lose.
Or those with ugly habits
direction once more to choose;
Yet all is not up to me
"
the people must do their part.
As we all together
this new beginning start.
Before I begin to falter
and cause the eye to tear.
Pledge your help while I'm
young
to the Nineteen ninety-one
NEW YEAR.

in strife.
Old Clocks
By Frank McCallum
. lime just keeps goin by.
Old docks' tick it away.
B,ut add a bit of conversation
to a lonesome, rainy day. .
Sonic have old world charm.
while others are dull and plain.
Most are just for keeping time.
some tell of fortune and lame.
LC?. 'lock: Tick lock,
Us a soft and peaceful sound
'ILL:11111e k.hinie of our old cloc1,s

live said their version WL
01 "God Bless America:.
-rite song. was the bor
heard.
The library is tiera
tage where Nixon ys .
9, 1913.

4

Gift With Purchase

I Stand Alone
By Marian E. Buekew
I stand alone upon a misty hill
And feel the bite of winter's
ChiTh
My hair ha, changed from brow
10 gray
And rn life jusl. „seems to 1-1.‘,,
away'
I s,
line.
4
he mine!
• Some march upright. re;While others arc so
And why. I wonder, are the
These ycar • H:,it con,
quickly go'
pr,ly to (

caretar

COOW

HOW

SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 to Dee. 21)
Your personality goes- over very
weU with.others now and this is your
time to make a good impression!
Either you travel. today tir an invita
to in comes for you to go away in the
near future.
CAPRICORN
fife(' 22 to Jan 19)
?PA
You may. not he in the mood tor
outside stwializing today. Just the
two of you thay spend some time
alone together now. The finaticial
picture'brightens considerably
AQUARIIS
(Jan. 2)) to Eel) )
.
You'll- be receivilig some personal
Qauipliments on this day Which is
tailor-made for the -enjoyment of
social interests. Be sure to,- accept
invitations.
PISCES
AMP
( Feb. 1ff to Mar. 2(i)
•11100e
A friend may not have the right
advice for you, but its a day when
your - stock rises in your career
interests. Recognition and ni•W
opportunities come to you today
Yt )1 BORN TODAY are nervou',.
inventive, and high-strung. Your work
is liable to be ahead of its time and
you're not usually found in a routine
occupation. You need faith to make
your &Nuns come true. Do not let a
desire for -financial security cause
you to take second hest. You can
succeed -in business, -but -temperamentally you're more suited for the
arts. Birthdate of, Mary Rodgers.
composer; William, James, philosopher; and Eva IA'(iallienne, actress.
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

SigtqlITS
January Clearance Sale
2Entire Stock

1/3to
Fall & Winter

Winter

Dresses

Suits

1/3 to 1/2
,Leathers
1.10/0
00
/
ti to
off

3

off

Reg.66" to 260'
—

Hats

Hanes Hosiery

200"

50

Reg. 27'to 61'

Reg. 3'to 6"
7package of two

off

Reg. 3" to 50°'

Handbags

Shoes

1/3 to 1/2
Robes &

-0

1/3 to 2/3

Boots &

NOW ONLY

(Reg. $995)
1111001111111111 111111111111011101c4
One 8x10, Two 5x 7's (approx size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets, and 18 Mini-Portraits

Jewelry

1/3 off

off

1/3 to 1/2

off

Reg. 34'to 69'
Fall & Winter, Dressy & Casual

$6.95

,

400
4990 tO 11 4

Reg. 60'to 190°'

Including
24 Billfolds
NEW

Loungewear

1/4 to 1/2

Reg. 12°° to

Gloves

1/4 to 1/2 oft

1/3 off

7"to 24"

1/3 1/2
to

dovernseri otIrr

Wallets &

Billfolds
off

am,

1/3 off

•••

•, •

•
•.
-7;•
. ,.. • • .••
A •

Reg. 8°° to 56°°

Murray

Paducah

.
•• • -•

Reg. 12°' to 34

Reg. 11'to 39"

Reg. 94" to 230°'
sh•s1311:lck,
.Li riengc
es
iMplie Backs
011ve,Zikr°,ret

firing .0 any lower
pr.(
WI U MATCH it'

152-

Belts

Rain Coats

SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. thru Mon., Jan. 10-14
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS:Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.;Sunday 12-5:30 p.m. I
few-AGFA.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

off

Lingerie

Reg. 16°' to 65°°
Daywear & Sleep wear

Reg. 32'to 70"

OAdyerbsed package rncludes backbone,poses only Lrrnrt one spec's,package oar sub/vs,. r Brack arra
o.q,sed package Not 1,e5i .40
wrulat backgrounds and SpeC41, OffeCtS porbaos no( onviabie fla
00
alp WWI ober Al errs weikofris femilies WV groups 1200 per addaronal subfect Poses our 9eirect,

WAL-MART

to 380'
Regular Length
Pant Length
& Jackets

great names at great prices

WITH THIS COUPON I

plus sitting
Sitting fee

69"
to
249
2/3off100'

Sportswear

Reg. 160to
'400'
leather & suede
long coats ,&jackets. ,

Lu

Coats

,

Fall & Winter

55 PORTRAITS I

MM.

YORBA LINDA, Calif. (AP) •
Richard Nixon was serenaded
cross-country or: his 78th birthday
by 100 sc lioolL hildren gathered
inside his presidential library. in fi,s
home tow n.
1 he nation's r!!: chict

Winter Wind
By Linda NI. Siebold
-The winter wind is a hungry.
wind
With an animal appetite.'
it pierces through our heaviest
chitties
And with its sharp teeth fiercely.
bites.
It's fine to stand by a Mani,:
fire
And warm oneself all the was
through
When coining in from cold winter winds:
And a hug and a kiss' help. too.

SAVE $3.04:711,

I

Richard Nixon serenaded

MIS144i
fOr

-rg

•

Union City

•

•
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Delta Burke suing producers
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Delta
Burke, of TV's "Designing
Women- is suing the show 's produters for breach of contract.
.14:ming she was written out of an
eprsode in revenge
The actress claimed in the law -

X

Hospital...
es

-

Calloway couple will be married for 70 years

suit filed Wednesday that she was
kept out of a Nov, 9 episode of the
CBS sitcom. Miss Burke, who
plays Southern belle Suzanne
Sugarbaker. wants S5$.000 she
claims is guaranteed per show, and
unspecifted damages.

(Coned from page 61

mrs Emma James, 1606 KirkNI.Jras, Mrs. LaDonna Carand ba!'y girl. Rt. 1. Box

•

209B, Kirksey.
Expiration
Phillip Thompson. Rt '4, Benton

By Abigail
Van Buren

Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden Bogard
pictured in 1921
Mr. and

Aver) Hayden

Mrs

Talking 'Bout His Generation.

.Bogard of Rt.- r..k. Murray. will .

Student Comes to Its Defense

annivcrsar

.\ %BM I his ,- in response
-!-.41toCked on the
t h. let tpr
sS I PBrienPL rh.qi- -it ..11.•.,,t occurred to
that thp.. si)ung high ...choir!
•
H
rt..
•
A.ir,t

"•
1.

• "‹.

rieta
Lin ts.h..it .41 -.11 the
„Lted
,
firs.1
ot America. I V•
ke .s r.--'- riv, sincere appro,
•, ali the tirase'rner, and.w omen
•
seming in the Persian Gulf ,ind
rri,Lny other place.. around the worldtog'ise their irs-e•
rii .1,,
A FEI
DEAR EDE( ATED: Thank
%ou for writing. I know that sou
speak for many teen-agers. Read
on for another reaction to the
letter from "Shocked" - mc 1
hud not con..idered:

Our January Clearance

SALE TABLES
Are Set Up With items From
Throughout The Store
Now Reduced

0/ Oft
fOReg
Prices

5

"t

•

•
di-al•ilit%
no - ni understand s4 hat the v. I-ger
t rs mg to
Perhaps one should
I., so quick to criticize how a
I. •\ i,resses himself. hut he
.r.stead rho the child took
effort arid Lourage to write
L
rsn member :n the Persian

obserxe

their. 711th -xxeddiny

on Saturdav. Jan 12

No formal
planned

celebration

is

They were married on Jan. 12.
1921, at Murray with the Rev. Thomas Shelton performing the ceremony. Their attendants were Edgar
Wilkerson, Joy Bogard and Charlie
Bogard.

Mrs. Bogard. the former Bessie
Miller. is .the daughter of the late

average
students I see .Johnns only .`")4) ma-notes ear h day. during IA inch time I
must mkt roll, deal with discipline
pr,1hIPTTIS reirrt-KI papers. try to quit
.1,-,turLarice!.. in the hall. fill out forms
arid .r-‘ tr. teach Johnny. like most
st udents. hates school,so he
is
h I will try to get him
to learn an!. v. . hut he never has a
pen. paper or textbook with him If
he does manage to borrow supplies
from anotherstudent. I must stand
ovei him and try to get him going
Then I must move on to the other 44
• •.,

the bell will rink and
ii have.v. rtten nothing on

popular request. Antis iiharew more
of her fasortte prize-winn(ng. eaay
___prepartrecipen_1., order. wend a long,
hunine-n•-•ire. nit-If-addressed ens elope.
plus cher1. or mune)order for 135614.3.0
university Plaza
in( anada to More. Fa•orite itecipe• b)
Chestnut St. Murray
Admimp
or/ 13ear
Abby P0 Hoz 447. Mount Mom.,
III 4105.4 l'iwiage is included •

p m. in library at Murray High
School prior to the board meeting.

Singles .Friendship of Paris.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information cafl Kennith Broach,
79-1580.
Open meeting of Narcotcs
Anonymous will be at 7
Parish Center. Si. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will ha' .
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Sc:
Citizens. Center, Benton..For ant
mation call 759-4059 or
Murray Kiwanis C1_,b
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

meeting at 7 p.m.
I. - •
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Sheppard, Deanna Slicpp,ird.
Rev Ricky Cunningham and It
na Cunningham William..
deceased grai,dchildren

Their 21 grandchildren are Edna
Johnson Collins. Wayne Johnson.
Judy Bogard Curd. Sheri Bogard
Walker, Kenny Bogard. Philip

i mot hv Johns,
Bogard..
%1r. and Mrs hi
at
great-grandchildren, one dcteascd.

Bogard. Phyllis Bogard Hendrick
‘or Greg Bogard. Deloris Hicks
\Ikbael Hicks. Brenda

three great-great-graiid,:hildre•
live stepgreat-grandchildren at
two tepgreat -grcat-grandchti,!• •

P.55/808
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Murras Alliance for the Mentally
wall meet from 6 to 8 p.m_ in
priV'ate din'tng room of Murra -

C.11:ow av County Hospital. •
A

Bowling for First Baptist Churcl.
tx.. at 630 p.m. at Curris ('en -

c7, Murray State University
fi:ockl River Baptist Association al Board meeting will he, at 6 p.n..
at Grace Baptist Church,
Murray. Hign Sc no,): JV
arsity Girls Basketball teams

Thursday', Jan. 10
-nost Marshall Cminty -High -Sc hoof
at 6 p.m

Friday. Jan. 11
if) to It - -p.m. For -intori,,atTon79-TEEN.

Singles Organizational Society
will skate from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at
Circus Skating of Murray. For
information call Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Hazel Lodge No 83l I-rce and
Accepted Maasons
7:30 p.m. at lodge ha_

Friday, Jan. 11
Hazel-Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

7 p.m. in West Kentucky Liv..•stock
Show and Exposition Cent.er.

George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Keyil Center, South
10th iStrect Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from

New Providence
will sponsor. 4.111. open bur

Admission is 52. For information
call 492-8572.

Senior Adults of First United
Methodist Church will meet a:
11:45 a.m. at church
Parents' Night Out war! he tr-or,
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Mexican Buffet will be served
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club. Reservations, were'
made by Thursd,ay by calling
753-8116.
(Cont'd on page 91

Diet, medicine treat diabetes
14 Peter H. Gott, Ni D.

required Insulin does not protect patients against heart disease
DEAR DR GOTT What i• your
Diabetes accelerates arteriosclerofeeling regarding the use of oral drugs sis. this progression is worsened if the.
for diabetes' After all I ye read, I'm diabetes is not brought under control
still confused if the advantages are Therefore. 'the important considergreater than the increased risk of ation is the effectiveness of treatheart attack
ment, not the medicine itself
DEAR1WADER Depending on the
In your case, oral drugs may be
severity of the disease, doctors usual- perfectly satisfactory You should ask
ly' treat diabetes with staged therapy
your doctor about this Among other
Diet is the cornerstone Diabetics things. the physician should explain to
must avoid sugar and lose weight, you the potential complications and
when appropriate If diet alone does side effects (along with the advannot reduce blood sugar. most physi- tages) of each method of therapy
(-ians choose oral medicine, which
To give you more information, I am
stimulates the pancreas to produce sending you a free copy of my Health
more insulin
Report "Diabetes Mellitus" Other
Diet still plays a crucial role, but readers who would like a copy should
the addition of Medicines(such as gly- send $1 25 with their names and adburide tolbutamide or glipizide) is dresses to PO Box 91369, Cleveland.
very helpful in lowering blood sugar, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
especially in middle-aged and elderly the title
diabetics To my knowledge.' these
DEAR DR Gorr I'm a 60-yeardrugs are not associated with in- old male with mastocytosisturticaria
creased risk of heart attacks, which pigmentosa) I can barely spell it, let
are prevalent in tiffs age group alone find any information in medical
anyway
books I've had the condition since
In severe diabetes, childhood dia- 1958, around the same time our water
betics or patients who do not respond supply had fluoride added to it Is.
to oral medicine= inSulin is necessary
there a connection'
This drug is given by injection, so it is
DEAR READER Mastocytosis. an
more complicated to use than pills
unusual disease of unknown cause, is
and is more expensive because more due to the accumulation of mast cells
equipment (needles and syringes) is (normal mediators of allergic reac-

tions( in various parts of the body
There are three forms
• Mastocytoma is a benign skin
tumor _
• Systemic mastocytosis causes
bone pain, arthritis. peptic ulcer and
chronic diarrhea It is diagnosed by
-biopsy -and-blood- -tests Antihistamines relieve symptoms
• Urticaria pigmentosa are multiple small cutaneous collections of
mast cells, seen as pinkish-brown.
raised spots on the skin, which usually
begin in childhood and disappear by
adulthood
Therefore, your case is unusual
This condition needs no treatment and
is not related to fluoridation of drinking water The skin lesions may itch,
requiring antihistamine creams or
pills for relief
rc, 1991 NEN...PAPER ENTERPRISE PsSSN

DR. GOI'T
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Events at St. Leo Cathol.,

Church will include Legion
Mary at 9:45 a.m.: WORD Program at 10 a.m.: Choir Practice at
p.m.: Parish Liturgy Committee

GET POWER
WHEN YOU NEED
IT MOST.. AND PAY LESS!

411

Their four sons are Ralph
Bogard and wife, Eva, and the Rev.
Paul Bogard and wife. Wanda, all
of Murray, Tommy Bogard and
wife, Lugcne. Hardin, and Rudell
Bogard and wife, Norma Jean. both
deceased.

Coming connnunity events are listed

•••

lipv

ham and husband, Bobby. Rt. 1,
Dexter.

Thursday, Jan. 10
Thursday, Jan. 10
-Health Issues of the 90s" -will
--brooks Chapel- United Methodist F I. IN ALTI iONA. PA
be. topic of forum by Jackson PurChurch Women will meet at 7 p.m.
• chasse •National Organization for • at church.
•••
Women at. 7 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Chamber of
. Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
DEAR_
Recently you pubs
is
open
Arch
Masons and Murray _Chapter
lished a it tin from a serviceman in
i Roval and Select Masters
No.
the -Persian Gulf bemoaning that to the public.
..1 meet at 7:30'p.m. at lodge•hal:
h;gh schLAil student.. writing to him
1.1l.k..
- 1ntarag'kills I am a high
Reception for TOrnmy Rushing
'
schr-vil leacher. iiritt I ‘katinot sur- -and '-Vernon Gantt; retiring 'MemAlpha Phi C.bap
-it.sr of Beta
pr.,..ed at hi. comments Let me tell bers of Murray Independent Berard
.rna Ph will meet at 7 p.m at
1- Johnn!. ('an't write
of Educauon, will be from 6 to 7
!tome of Wanda Barnhill
Johnny is in a class of .4!")

Sr-.I tomorrow's ,mother day.and
I it r• again to get Johnny to write
sornebotiv s got to do this job
. A DISILLUSIONED TEACHER
'IN (•HATSWf *RTH. CALIF

SEARS

Gass Miller and D0f3 Smith Miller.
Mr.- Bogard. a retired construction worker, is the son of the late
Fletcher Bogard and Liddie Holland Bogard.
They arc both members of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Their four daufhtcrs are Mrs.
Estelle Johnson and husband. Howard. Benton, Mrs. Wilma Hicks and
husband, Odell. Mrs. Genie Sheppard and husband. Glen, Rt. 3,
Murray. and Mrs. June Cunning-

Mr. anti Mrs. Avery Hayden Bogard
pictured in 1991 -

27.99
29.99
.31.99
32.99
_
33.99
35.99
36.“
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311.49
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GREAT AUTO SERVICES
(chock your loco, auto (onto+ for
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OUR
FINAL MARKDOWN
0 $15 & $20
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Shoe

tree

Bel-Air Center
753-2310

Southside Shopping Center

Fall & Winter
Merchandise
Group of Daniel Green
.
House Shoes
$10
Group of Deerfoarn•
House Shoes
$6.50
Sale Starts Friday 9_jun,
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Bowling Green Chamber
to host regional meeting

OBITUARIES
Dr. John C. Qucrtcrmous

Mrs. Louise Keistler
Mrs. Louise Keistler, 77, New
Concord, died Tuesday at 2:50 p.m.
at Pensacola Health Care, Pensacola, Fla.
The widow of George Keistlershe was a member of New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. She was born
‘Aug. 16, 1913.
Survivors include three sons,
Charles G. Keistler and wife;
Toshiko, Pensacola, James W.
Keistler and As, ife, Mary, Monmouth. III.. and Robert W. Keistler

and wife, Marie, Salem, Wis.; three
grandchildren, Krystal Glavan,
Golden, Colo., and Marissa Kathleen Keistler and Christopher.
Keistler, Monmouth; two sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Bean, Metamora,
Ill., and Mrs. M'ary Ferrell, Alton,
Ill.; two brothers, Elmer Lewis,
Murphysboro, Ill., and George
Lewis, New Orleans, La.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Services for Dr. John C. Quer,
termous are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. David Roos is officiating. Music is by Maxine Clark,
organist, and Margaret Boone.
soloist.
'Active pallbearers are Drs. Dan
-Miller, Tripp Drake, William Hart.
James Hart II, Hollis Clark, Craig
Dowdy, Steve Trevathan, Russell
Howard and Richard Blalock.
Honorary pallbearers include the
following:
Joe Dick, David Parker, Jim Garrison, James Clopton, Audrey Simmons Sr., Welk -Purdom Sr., Mary
ceded in death by his wife, Mrs. Warren Sanders. Eurie Garland.
Charlene Thompson, and one great- Walt Apperson, Edgar Howe Jr
grandchild, Gina ReNae
Thompson.
Survivors are are two sons, Gerald Thompson and wife, Linda, and
Gene Thompson and wife, Shirley,
Hardin; four grandchildren, Ron
Funeral rites for Timothy ',yeti
Thompson, Matt Thompson, Kim are today
at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
Thompson and Brad Thompson, all of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
of Benton; one great-grandchild.
Kenneth Newsome is officiating.
Pallbeake.rs are Timmy Gamble.
Jeff Prince, Chris Laird, Fred
Friends may call at the funeral Jones, Mike- Blalock and Robin
home after 2 p.m. today Prince.
Burial will follow in North
(Thursday).
Mount Zion Ce metery.
Mr. Lyell, 27. of 114 North 14th
Mrs. Outland. 96„Walls,
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday St., Mayfield, died Monday at
at 4:50 a.m. at Allen Brooke Nurs- 11:58 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
ing [Ionic. Memphis, Tenn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Karen Moore 1.e1-1. three -daught- „
ers, Kayla Lyell, Ashley Lyell and
Mary Lyell, and one son, Timothy
Burial will follow in Robinson Moore. Mayfield: eight brothers.
Cemetery at Cadiz.
Gene Schewmaker, Donald Lyell.
Friend: may call at the funeral Junior Lyell and Bennie Lyell, all
home.
of Mayfield, Joe David Lyell, Low
Mr. Rogers Sr.. 67, died Monday es, Tom Lyell, Murray, Dale Lyell.
at 5:15 p.m. at his home at Nev.• Marshal!. Mo., and Luke LyeliConcord.
Sedalia.

Phillip II. Thompson

gard

Services for Phillip H. Thompson are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filheck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Johnny
Phillips is officiating.
Burial will follow in Horn
Cemetery.
, Mr. Thompson, 78. Rt. 4. Ben:
ton. died Tuesday at 1:40, p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired carpenker.,,he was pre-

rd. Conn):
Bogard Ca
trd, 1)eril!,
lieppard.
tn and
Iliams. I
IIdren
arks. I.:

he funeral for Mrs. LAila Outill he Friday at 1 p.m. in the
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An organizational meeting to register. students for three scuba diving
courses at Murray State University is
scheduled for 6 p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 22
in, Room 106S of the Carr Health
Budding.
All of he classes -- open water,
advanced open water and rescue are sanctioned by the Professional
A.ssociation of Diving Instructors
(PADI), the largest certifying organization in the world. Each of the
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Center to host
small business
conference
1 he Murray State University Small
Business Development Center will
host a -Small Business and Tourism
Conference" on Feb. 27-28 at the
MSU Curris Center. Conference registration will begtrauesday. Feb. 27
at 9:30 a.m. in the Curris Center And
conclude with a luncheon on Feb. 28.
This conference will benefit srnall
businesses that make up and support
the tourism industry of western Kentucky and Tennessee. Participants can
expect to learn about topics that will
help them provide state-of-the-art
service to visitors in our region.
Representatives of regional tourism
organizations and State and Federal
agencies will help coordinate, the
conference.
Pat Walters, ,Business Development Specialist for the U.S. small
Business Administration, is helping
develop the agenda."We conducted a
similar conference in Harrogate,Tennessee, last year and it was a huge
success. In fact many ofthe participants ranked it among the very best
they had ever attended," said Walters.
Over 1(10 small business owners attend'. the Harrogate conference and
ers hopes for an even better
turnout in this tourism oriented area.
Conference preregistration is $40 if
received by Feb. 15. After Feb. 15,
and at the door, registration will be
545. Checks should be made payable
to "Small Business and Tourism in the
90s" and mailed to: Small Business
Development Center, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071.
For more information contact Ed
Davis, Director, Small Business Development Center, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071, phone
(502) 762-2856.

Stock Market
Report

PAD!,
instructors is certified by
and they collectively represent more
than 25 years of teaching expenence.
- The open water class will meet each
Tuesday evening and Saturday morning for five weeks. Open water training dives will be completed at the end
of the class. Advanced open water and
rescue dive classes will be arranged to
'accommodate the schedules of participants.
Students in 'the open water class
must provide mask, fins and snorkel.
Students in advanced open water and
rescue dive classes must provide their
own equipment,
Anyone who would like to obtain
more information or to pre-register
may call: Ross Meloan at 762-6851 or
753-0387 or Dale Bucy at 753-6811
in Murray, Carl Trella at 247-3538 in
Mayfield or Danny Robbins at (901)
642-3493 in Paris. Tenn.

Courses in real
estate scheduled
Four real estate courses, three in the
evening and one daytime offering, are
scheduled on the campus of Murray
State University for the spring semester.
Dr. William Seale, chairman of the
Department of Management and
Marketing, listed the on-campus
evening courses, which are scheduled
from 6 to 9 p.m., as:
Mondays — Real Estate 242, Real
Etate Law.
Wednesdays — Real Estate 234,
Real Estate Marketing II - The Success Series.
Thursdays— Real Estate 132, Real
Estate Principles I. .
Real Estate Principles is also offered from 8:30 to 9:20 a.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Each of the courses carries three
semester hours of undergraduate credit. Fees are S53 a semester hour for
undergraduate credit for Kentucky
residents.
Evening and part-time students
may register from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, Jan. 14-17. Classes begin meeting Monday, Jan. 14.
A person must complete six semester hours of real estate courses to take
the license examination for a real
estate sales license.
Anyone with questions about the
real estate courses may call Seale at
(502) 762-6196.
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The
Bow ling
Green-Warren resentatives from counties near the
County Chamber of Commerce will route have been invited to pen('nal,.
host a regional planning meeting -on in this organizational meeting.
Friday, Jan. 11 at noon, at the Green- expected that 50 or more comm;:..:.
wood • Executive Inn in Bowling leaders throughout Southern Ken
Green for the establishment of Inter- tuck will attend this importanI Meer
state-66 and the supporting of a ing.
southern route across KentUcky..The
CurrentLy.,.the.funding o`.proposed southern route would enter
studT—Tor
KeniuLky at Pikeville, pass through proved, hy the United Stat,,
Bowling Green, and on through the Ihis study N to he cornplei.
!ar western portion . of the state .ar) l8-month period
,firough Paducah, Kentucky. Rep-
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On Saturday, Jan. 12, Trinity IIs
school presents Louisville's Iarge.
invitational Speech Toumamem.
Over 500 students, representing 25
high. schools throughout the state, will
compete in one of Kentucky's most
ambitious and highly regarded tournaments. Thisis the sixth year for the-event. Both male and female students
will, compete.
' The day-long competition includes
the rigorous judging of tw,Live
rent events - ranging from radio
broadcasting to story telling to original oratory. Judging officials include
Louisville's professionals in the fields
of media. theatre, speech and cbmmu nication professors, communication
specialists and attorneys.-Several
hundred volunteers assist with the
winter meet,including the 10Zijudges
which select the respected tournament
winners. Over 90-Trinity High School
students also will assist.
The 1989-90 state championship
team Murray High School will vie to
retain last year's invitational trophy.
The state's number two team. Calloway County, will also attend. Louisville schools participating include
Male High . School, Moore High
School, Kentucky Country Day
School, St. Xavier High school., St.
Francis High School, Sacred Heart
Academy, • Oldham County High
School and South Oldham County
High School. As the host school,
Trinity High School is not allowed to
participate.
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ASA
Auto Rental

THREE
WASH
RINSE
TE MP E RAT UR E
SELECTIONS

Daily & Weeld.\
Rates
Last

la in St. 753-4461

WASHER

DRYER

Model 55.5'1..1dr:ill/C.
• !hirable purt clans C214111141
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INSURANCE

,

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

$388" $318°°

FREE 114 In Ckiiin Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing borne is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who
a
=
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Caltfor flee information on
intermediate, and gilled nursing home coverage.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA

Charles Jenkins

Appliance Dealer in Murray

212 East Main Street
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Taking step§

Sports
Wrangler

Defense calls tune,:Cats
waltz past Bulldogs 89-70

Daniel T.
PARKER

By MIKE EMBRY
Associatsd Pr•st Sports *raw

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

LEXINi.;TON. Ky
It wasn't "Dirty Dancing,- but No.11 Kentucky
showed some dazzling defensive steps in taking the unofficial Southeast,.rri Conference lead.
• Were basing the time of our lives.- Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said
. •
forced 31 turnovers in coasting to an 89-70 victory
,:ht over Mississippi State.
-2 overall), Mississippi State (9-3) and Florida (6-6) were
:orlerence games until Wednesday night Florida fell to
's!,istisippi State with a loss to Alabama.
21.1.-t: •
iekv:
is not eligible for the title this season because of
\CAA
Mississippi State. which included
s learn is deserving of iLs national
t:rne
'The ha,i-up

4

'C:c•s

After further review...
...the NFL's most serious need is
not expansion, but examination of
the quality of their officiating, both
on the field and in the replay
booth. I still think replay is a good
idea, but it's being greatly misused.
...I'm in favor of taking the right
to determine college football's I-A
championship out of sportswriters'
hands, but not by any means which
erases the bowl games, moves them
away from the New Years' holiday,
or takes away their importance.
Many of us are too young or too
forgetful to realize how much the
bowl games did to promote college
football; punishing them for their
successful promotion of the sport
seems hypocritical and reactionary.

players the was that they have
:map: :s now gone. They really
to achieve that
Slate turnovers, but
m,ssing eight shots.
a game
poss:b, An this hall game is if
- We had to make tt_a
--.•^.2:^2 their second
rar t:;: ip
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cs

,(

—o the game,

tne wno:e

sal,:
:0 take !!
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Murray State's Tawnya Pierce 130, goes up for a shot against the double defense of Western's Lisa Lam!
(.54) and Kim Pehlke (21). Pierce led the Lady Racers with 16 points and vett rebounds.

Pehlke points sink Lady Racers
By DANIEL T. PARKER
rray Aldger & Tomis sports Editor
A
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INTERESTED IN

...the more I see of 'major'
media sports coverage. thti sicker I
become. '1 was inNashville. Tenn
earlier this week and a local sports
editor (.1 won't name names but his
initials are John Bibb of The Tennessean) was trying to convince the
NCAA delegates to adopt his posi
non on some matter or other. Ile
was doing so by insulting them
both subtly and .outright, apparernh.
because some of the delegz
ipso') intellectuals or ,.
cans who apparentlylknow
about spurts or _how college.54:1.):.'..)
siuld . he organized.. Un the same page as his e
a Tennessean headline
-gridiron- spelled "girchron.- as
well as about two dozen ,other
spelling, typo or 'grammatical
errors I found in the course of
casual reading. -So much for
auademics, eh guys?
Wait, there's more. The lead
n. that day on the sports page
was about a survey the paper had
done to find out how Southeastern
Conference athletic.. boosters felt
• different topics.

about

POULTRY
HOUSES?

'Ibis "survey'. was being ireated as a true indication of how. SEC
boosters felt despite the fact that
only six of ten SEC schools were contacted (Kentucky. was not one
of them, incidentall)) and the additional fact that, of 300 survey questionnaires mailed out, only 109 —
slightly over 33 percent -- were
returned.

SPORTS ON RADIO

%%ABS.1340
Thursday. Jan. 10

Marshall County at
Murray (Girls)

COME TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE POULTRY BUSINESS

'
;)017,1,
,

:,)•• W,

5:50 p.m.
"You Can Hear the Difference-

AT SEABOARD FARMS FEED MILL AT HWY. 45 SO.
& MACEDONIA ROAD IN MAYFIELD. KY.

forb,,:r

Reporting methods like this are.
why I'm against media types deciding collegiate championships -but instant replay is why I'm
a-g4anst- -r-tWlin-g--into---c-hange concerning the I:A college football
bowl system. Just because some- thing may ,need fixing doesn't
mean it couldn't get worse.

BUT EVERY NOW AND THEN,WE UKE TO BEND
THE RULES A UTTLE.

SAT., JAN. 12 - 9 A.M. TO 12
I.

'HOW TO GET STARTED
'RETURN ON INVESTMENT
'FINANCIAL INFORMATION
.8-YEAR CONTRACT

You're looking at the
first bent glass Corner
"Wifi7"*. And:Viethat its a Marvin window
isn't all that surprising.
What would have been
startling is ifsomeone else
ad developed it first.
See at Marvin, we don t
make windows like every.
one else. We make them
one at a time,to your exact
specifications. So the
shapes, styles and sizes
we offer are as limitless as
our imagination. And
o r made-to-order philo-

.HOW -MENHANCE YOUR FUTURE:
'FAMILY OPERATION
'TOP POULTRY PROFITS
WITH SEABOARD FARMS

'SANDWICHES
'SNACKS

fact

'COFFEE
•DRINKS

* FOR MORE INFORMATION *

ltL

502-247-8290

MADE TO ORDER

Tram Lumber
14:

IS

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
a
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Cant Darden (left) has been selected as a competitor and
Vic Milner (nght) will be a
head judge on Saiurday. May 4 when (AD Promotions brngs
the trst annual 'Banta ot
the Superstars invitational world cass karate compet.tor to
the West Kentucky Exposi
'on Center in Murray Darden a 12 year-old from Murray
who has been ranked among
the !op three lighters in his age group nanorX,y, wnl
be one of the Junior competitors
on the card. which ye: oiler cornooti:ion between juniors,
girls and adults in forms,
weapons, musical forms, rn..sca, weapons, and team I ght•ng
An adult grand champion
'ship and a special karate demonstrator wi aso be preserted
Tickets are On sale
now tor $12 oringstlei and /8 ireserved). for • cket .n'orrna
,on contact Calloway County
Middle Sc,hoot Speech Team siudents Dan p.0,0!,0,-,5
1753 C869:, Kent,,cky Tech's
DECA, HOSA and
A •
'
-.•
West Kertor..4y Expo Center
!762 11251
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SCOREBOARD
-See me for 311 your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th

(Next to Century 21)
State Farm
Horne Office

Insurance companies
Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm l

There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
'ieCi,4 Rt... 4

High school scores
Appro.,.

•

Pro basketball
Major college scores

NFL playoffs
-

DroorSoOls

e. The lead
sports page
he paper had
Soutneastem
boosters felt
S.
being treated
of how. SEC
the fact that
schools were was not one
and the addisurvey ques, only 109 -cent -- were

Se

•wn,

P.1 ,%/ YOP4K
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orrol c' •nr, Buna o B ..s
t,- •••

as his ek.4 107 -

a

Hop Game Handicap
ola-otro
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Games and scholarships were swat
lowed up in the NCAA's
round of reforms. student athIcc,
emerged with more time to just 1 11
students, and college ,preside!:1,
removed all douht as to A his
boss.
Many of the nearly 250 (0114 •
presidents attending the NCAA
convention began today to 11,-1!
home, their Nashville operatio!
take control of college athletics
unqualified success. About 50 rnor,,
agenda items awaited delegates 1,,
the meeting, which isn't schedule:
to adjourn until Friday.
But the primary items in to
Presidents Commission's -4,a-r
reaching package designed to
back scholarships. coaching stall,
playing seasons and time demand,
stampeded to passage Wedhesda:,
for the second straight day.
The 44-member commissio:.
proved beyond doubt by the tw,
days4votrng that it represents th
overwhelming majority of collq
presidents_
"As you can see. the .Ao.k!
changed. Dramatically arid
pletely," Hunter Chalmers
president of the Lnivers% I
said. "We'll see it a:::
year's convention."It's good what's
said Donna Lopiano, .
wornen's athletics at 1 e‘...
long-time activist in NC \
-The presidents have
she athletic directors
reps, 'You're
good job protec:.
our institutions. We
and we're going to tat...
"They said it very en.:
Lopiano added. "11,..t
doesn't have to be said to,
The reform blitt
chief. described it as •'a ;.
moving lotimicyfive-pror!,:
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High 'Swots Scratch
11617, .r7I.oniuoi1— Pat Hesse,As
Ho911ema Handicap
foa 6r,a.
- - May Hairs
ligh Game Scratch
'• ',72i individual - May Hams

Pro nockey

inchdin4 ttie
of football and - baske!!-.:;!
scholarship limits
.to 85 by 1995
•
rams will lose tw,,
ling back to 13.
'I can't imagine
Of our game will nft
Oklahoma foottiall
Gibbs said.
During a long aftemour,
Wednesday delegates app' .
nearly a IO-1 marIln
measure that shortens play
sons and reduces ::me
athletes. Football ',hasn't a!IeL.:.
the seasonal cutback, 11•....
was reduced 1:- Ani
28-game limit to 27.
The refiirin movem
suffered its first setback
gates softened 'a key propOs.
series of measures to to,, •.
membership requirements
sion I, the top ili•
'It's like s,
unanswered
missing one extra point.' Nc
executive director Dick- S,
said.
Delegates voted 175-149 :H
the aid which athletes receive
their school count as athh
That, and another amendin,...

AT IVIARVII,11 WE MAKE A LOT OF WINDOWS
STRUM BY THE BOOK.

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

INJURED? r
( 11.1

DONALD A. JONES
VI-1.()104.1. .1T I..NN%
Prat.

Imkentr.,ting In Pct-stirial

\() (

II %WA.

‘Sirrkur's

tatip.

NISH.

P\ltirraN. K‘. - 753-0053

,

llas C t jla ,1

SATURDAY NIGHTS

11%ROYALIP
sophy also means you're
free to choose the options-you want when it comes to
energy efficiency, maintenance-free exteriors, glazings, divided lites, even
hardware.
you're
whether
So
building, remodeling or
just replacing an old window, don't limit yourself
to what's merely acceptable. Instead, think about
possible.
what's
And
make your first choice the
windows that are known
for firsts. Marvin.

HUMBUG
tie-lIAR'10

via

7 PM CENTRAL

n Friend, Foe rsfor

1982 Chrysler 5th Avenue, silver grey, sun roof, all power windows.
door locks seats, cruise control & till wheel, stereo cassette, air &
more

WAS '3,500

NOW '2,450

XiEle.ri Man For Himself'

1987 Chrysler 5th Avenue, maroon red, 31xxx miles, 1 owner with
power windows, door locks and seats, cruise, tilt wheel, air & stereo

cassette

RDER

30 PARTICIPANTS
NA,PaG MOW rmt ACHON,
i• AI I ..1,118 C1811 COMPANY NOW

WAS '9 750

6Sk Your Home Investment Company

Other Locations — Benton and Lake City
Mom-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat. 8-5; Sun. 1-5

Call Murray
Open
7 Days
A Week

CABLE
N
Today!

753-5005

Q I750
M5

ManV\ More Locally-Owned
Used Cars and Trucks
Coming in Daily

Don't Miss The Action!

Dolt center

Now

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOL N

Parker 1111
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701

Main Street

Murray

753-5273

.V•
•OL,

*
.
•
11 444
- - 4-4044.1111.-.4.444
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Lepel
Notice

LOgai
None*

INVITATION TO. BID
Ite Nt .1,or and City Council of the City of Murray.
st sealed bids for one three-wheel broom
eet se:eper with belt conveyor and elevating front
.-...Attp hopper Complete specifications are available
Clerk s ,Iffice. City Hall Building. sth and
•.nets, klurray, Kentucky. Bids will be
.• • !,.; Tuesday; January 22. 1991

:1 '..III( F.

It

LEI: U. N()T10E
A Imal settlement of
issocr.c... has been filed in
District
the Cal'aiv.a)
C.,urt
e
Hut
Executrix. of the
estate of Clinton Burchen.
E reptiom to
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C;C:]014 is [)is
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Anon1
C :RCM.
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(_ Sbbc
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Larry Stephen Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
11 ho sold S'"7.1 04H0
INSTRuC riOta
A final settlement of Route 13 Boa 228, Murray,
in
91
42071.
deceased.
Ky
accounts has been filed In
LEARN To oatVE
RACTOR-TRAILAR
the Calloway 'District Joyce Wilson. Route 03
4.14 • TN* odes •11•44
Box 228, Murray. Ky
Court by L.yda Sue Col
(.0 1•KoCT CIO.•
42071, administratnx. Da
WEN CAM I
lins,-Executrix. of the es
ALLIANCE
tate of Elmer F Collins, sid Harrington. 101 South
deceased Exceptions to $5th St. Murray. Ky
this settlement must be 42071. attorney. appt 01 0291
filed in the Calloway Du
Rubse K Pool, 807
uict Court on or before
900 am January.' 21sL Olive, Murray. Ky 42071.
Billie
deceased, Frank A Pool,
1991. the date of hewing
all Billie to sell
Arm P Wilson 16(14 Locust Sr, Murray,
ours! 753-1492
Circuit Court Clerk Ky 42071, executor, 01
02 91
Who sold a house on
I.F:G AL NOTICE
Eva Evelyn ligirt, Route
A final settlement of
Christmas Day?
42 Box 160A, Hazel. Ky
aa‘ounts has been filed in
NEED roommate for 2br
the Cal lov,a) District 42049. deceased, June
16th
Si.
South
1206
mobile home All ap
Ladd.
Court by Jean Outland,
pliances turrfished with
Eaccutrix. of the estate of Murray, Ky 42071.execuwasher,dryer ,and dis
trix. Robert() Miller, 201
Opal Lee Moubtay, de
hwasher lbr as partly (urn
Murray,
Ky
Sth
St
South
ceased Exseptions to this
ished A non smoker pre
appt 01
42071.
attorney.
settlement must he filed in
ferably a student $150'mo
Distnct 02 91
the Callov.as
utilities and cable
and
1104
Sy
Neale,
Bryan
Very nice Catl Chad.
Court on or before 94)0
Murray, Ky
ork
753 2423 o r
am January 21st, 1991. camore.
Bahr
42071, deceased_ Bob G
753 6749 1
( all Billie to sell
the date if hearing
sours! 753-1492
Ann P Wilson. Neale. 1110 Mahan Dr .
('Irc tilt Court Clerk Madison. AL 35758. ex
ecumr. Robert 0 Miller.
201 South 5th St.. Murray.
\()TICE TO
Ky 42071, anornes appt
CREDITORS
01 04 91
41.
The following estate fidu
siary appointments has(
I oretta Jobs Realtors
been made in the(.allow as
District Court All claims
303 N. 12th St
against these estates shoal,:
1502C/53-1492
he filed with the lefuciars
within six months of date of
qualifisauon
William J Mallon.
Route 07 Box 501. Murray.
Ks 420'1, deceased. Chi
tin I Mi.-Callon. Route 17
lft. Murray. Ky
Box
42i:. Executor, Gary R
Itiverstock. P() BOX 1K',
M..17.1‘ Ks 42071, ante
Dial-A-Service is for you!
1".^. 26 SKI
rtiritimp, each
Dial-ATService Is a handy lip iiiit
DunnTarka.407
•Mpriday in the classifieds. You get a 2x 1 display ad. regularly
N
"Tenth St , !Nun's!.
pitiril at $9.fi(). for
do..easerf
K.
12'
Pc:ker Da.
I it r 1T1S SI11'
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Happy
An
Mom 47
Dad!
Samantha G.

IYe

A
i

•
.1
: :_7^. - I
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Tall ufl

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
1~ lora! Glenn servIcs•

050
Lost
And Found
LOST Boston Terrier fe
male black and white Lost
in Browns Groc:ery area If
found please call
474 2788
..OST wine frame prescrip
t on glasses in case Before
Christmas in town between
MSU arizt- Wal Mart Shop
ping Center 436 2573
Reward

DUE to expansion into the
Marshall Country area the
personnel department of
Pepsi Cola will accept ap
plications and interviews at
507 N Poplar Benton, Ky
on Mondays and Thurs
days from 1 4pm If you are
interested in a rewarding
career opportunity with
good 'pay and benefits
please apply at these times
or send resume to PO Box
1070 Marion, III 62959
Opportunities include route
driver with an excellent
driver training program,
vending repair, sales training program Pepsi Cola
PO Box 1070 Marion III
62959 Attn Nelda

Only $5 A Week!

STOP

V

available Thru Age IM
Our most comprehen
save policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate of
Custodial CM With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever f-or free infor

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

TWE'FAR Sliek

crci.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

17APV 'LARSON
By(

DRIVERS OTR need experienced van -flat drivers
23 Years of age 1 year
experience verifiable Mileage pay plus benefits
Call 1-800 444-6648
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1 Limb
2 Consumed
3 Louisville
sluggers
4 Fond Wish
5 Portray
depict
6 God of love
7 River island
5
4
6
7

8 Myself
9 Arabian
garment
10 Witty remark
11 Solemn
wonder
17 The Golden
9

8
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vessel'
59 4.amb s
mother
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Castor
43 Barka) ID
44 Place Of the
seal abbr
45 Cancel
47 Hairless
50 Turkish
regiment
51 Unusual
54 Grow old
55 Likeness
56 Diocese
57 Scooby

1 Exp
4 Vision
9 Wine c
12 Gree4, •••-•13 Weird
14 Nod
15 Obtain
16 Blemisr
17 Barrier
18 Mixes
20 Agave piai •
Meara ID .
5151'''''24 Colorful
bird
28 Vessel
30 Fix firmt,
32 Desert
dweller
31 Go astri,
35 Cicatri•
le -Certain
newspapn•
man
39 The self
40 Register
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Wanted

$300 $400 WEEKLY
Amazing 24 hour recording
reveals Fully GUARANTEED' 219 824 8403 Ext
119

WENDY S is now hiring al
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

ANIMAL Shelter workers
needed Full time and part
time Apply Wed Jan 9
from 3-5pm or Thurs Jan
10, 4 6pm 105 E Sycamore No phone calls

WENDY S is now accept
ing applications for mana
gers and assistant mana
gers in the Western Ky
area Excellent starting salary and benefits Previous
restaurant experience
helpful but not required
Send resume with refer
ences to Andrew Jordan
Area Supervisor, 303
Sheila Dr Hopkinsville Ky
42240

eAcar
."12
• . a ;AcxerF

44
17
Si

•
ic110"

,
5'

..comr
- • r-

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade we
send instructions parts
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
DB520
EXPERIENCED full time,
head cook wanted Job will
pay $5hr plus yearly vaca
bon for the qualified candi
date Apply in person at
Majestic Royale Holiday
Inn Restaurant Hwy 641S
Murray, Ky

ACCOMPLISHED proles
sional with 30yrs of management experience in en
HOUSEPARENT, gineering, operations,
215 80/week plus room, marketing and sales in the
board and laundry Work 23 telecommunications
days off 5 days Reliable computer electronics'
person required (school automotive industries
and home for mentally re
seeks a full time, part time
larded ) Stewart Home or consulting position in the
School, 4200 US 127
purchase area Resume
South, Frankfort, KY (502)
and references available
227 4821
upon request (502i
354-9028
IMMEDIATE Openings
need 4 ladies to help with BABYSITTING in my
sales Excellent earnings libme — References
full time and part time Must 759-4490
be neat in appearance and
BAEWSITTING in my home
ready to start immediately
For interview send name afternoon and nights
and phone number to PO 759, 1683
Box 252 Murray, Ky
WANTED a lob Exper.
42071
ence in retail,'youth organ,
LOCAL construction com- zation management
pany needs additional sec- photography, and dog
retarial help Position is training Handy with hands
hard
part time (min 25hrs per eager intelligent. and
degrx.”,
week) The desired applic- working College
ant should possess pleat- Resume avadatle upon
544-7
ant telephone manners, quest' Call 436
typing
and
basic cierioal
babysit anytime c
skills Send resume to PO ing day in my tric,i,
Box 1040M, Murray Ky
753 9942
42071
WILL do light house ..
MARSHALL County firm office cleaning Have 4
has full time opening for perience Reference it re
bookkeeper/clerical posi- quested 759 7694 tor
tion Good organizational details
skills a must Salary ,commensurate upon qualifica- WILL sit with sick or elde0y
tions Respond to PO Box Live-in or out 753-0785
1040A Murray, Ky 42071

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS.NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
FARM employee needed
between the ages of 16 8
for Pure Bred Beef and
21 We are an E 0 E This
Grain Farm Knowledge of
project is funded by the
farm machinery necessary
Western Kentucky Private
House furnished and fair
Industry COUOCIT- JTPA
wages 502 422-2711
Call JT P A Out Of School
3873
night 502 422
7 5 3
9 3 7 8 ,
Location-Meade County.
8a m 11 30a m
Brandenburg Ky
NOW interviewing potential
FEDERAL Government is
Avon representatives Earn
hiring $16 500-$62 000
up to 50% commission
per year Amazing reFree jewelry $8 and $15
corded message reveals
kits
753-2299 or
details (901i642-1416
1 502-737 5632
EXPERIENCED full time OTR drivers 12 months
waitresses wanted Our experience, 23 years of
waitresses average, well age, drug testing required
above standard rate Apply Hornady Truck Line Start
in person at Majestic Roy- 23-26ornile, tarp/vacation
ale Holiday Inn Restaurant pay. safety bonus, spouse
Hwy 641S Murray, Ky
passenger program
1 -800-648-9664

J.E 55
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Help
Wanted
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19 Tantalum
Symbol
20 Flap
21 Swiffty
22 Feebleminded
person
24 Minister s
house
25 - paat
26 Kind of
orange
27 Pulsate
29 High
31 Three
prefix
33 Erect
37 Eds
concerns
38 Smaller
42 Uggams ID
45 Wolfhound
46 Be defeated
47
•
influence
48 Time gone by
49 Zodiac sign
50 Friend in
Paris
52 Condensed
moisture
53 River in
Scotland
55 Negative
prefix

POSITION open for sales
clerk Some bookkeeping
required Opportunity for
advancement 753-2226
after 6pm
SALES person to work in
decorating center and paint
store Some experience at
this type of work would be
helpful This ts a 40hr week
job Apply at Blacks Decorating Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or phone 753-0839
or 436-2935 after 5pm
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self" motivated
-individual in the Murray
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
routes Must have reliable
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond
of $400 If interested contact David Huffey at
1-800-866-2211
TO Our dealers hostesses
and customers from
Friendly Home Parties - to
thank you as wed like to do
is far beyond our powers If
we had no friends like you
there'd be no firm like ours
Happy New Yearl The
Friendly Bunch Now accepting applications for
1991 managers and de
monstrators
1-800 488-4875
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino, CA 91710
WANTED General Manager for 'Stephen Foster
Story 'Should have experience in Management.
Marketing and Promotion
Proven communication
skills Willingness to travel
Send resume by January
Search Committee
31
Stephen Foster Drama As
sociation PC Box 546
GM, !Bardstown, Kentucky
40004

Business
9pportuntty
THE American Drean
Local fruit luice'd,nis route
Full company support High
earnings per year $15 000
cash investment required
Call 1 800-782 150 Op
erator 5
WOLFF tanning beds
Commerc,al-home un:!s
from $19900 Lamps
lotions accessories
Monthly paymeriits low as
$1800 Call today tree
catalog
color
1-800 228 6292
110
Instruction
BECOME a paralegal ac
credited member NHSC
attorney instructed home
study, established 1976 F
nancial Aid free catalog
1 800 669 2555 Southern
Career Institute PO Box
2158 Boca Raton Florida
33427
130
For Sal*
Of Trade
1978 FIREBIRD needs motor work Trade for pickup,
guns or shop equipment
753-7300
110

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-9063

LEA(
IBM
of ra
57.
moni
writ
753-

MIL
110
BUR
IN I
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5gal
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ter 6
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men
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Goa
field,
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used
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tree
436
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FAE
C
mna
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next

GA'
Bre
0101.1
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dooi
moc
chu
20E

L0(
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Hot
84(
385
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30')
pluf.
ava
1-8t

PR(
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eve
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Cve'l
you
fore
and
Vol
and
ray:

ava

and
pfa
751

SINGLE and or double pa
pasan Call 759-9980
WANTED to buy 5-10 acres
with or without suitable
building for Christian
school or rent a house Of
building for Christian
school in the Stella, Coldwater, Farmington, Lynn
Grove, Tri City area Please
call 753 0447,489-2917, or
382-2443
ISO
Articles
For Salo
2 KEROSENE heaters
489 2559
CARAT solitaire diamond ring Third quality
75 3 3 5 3 3
or
901-6.44 9542
3: CARAT ruby and dia
mond pendant, 14 carat
yellow gold mounting Light
weight curb link chain
753-1514
ASHLEY wood stove insert Used 2 months $500
436-2351
BASEBALL cards Buy, sett
and trade 759 1883

Am!
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LEADING edge Model D
IBM XT compatable 640K
of ram 20MB hard drive
54 floppy drive Green
monitor motum CITOH pro
writer Junior $750
753 8511 or 762 6367

2BR carport. central KA,
SEARS Frostless refngera
tor with icemaker, sofa and stove, refrigerator No pets
love seat. Early American, Deposit. lease, $350/rno
Monroe
good condition $125 odd 1 80 2'6 A
1 502 527 7382 after 5pm
sofa $100, single and dou
ble element electric hea
2BR duplex in Northwood
tars, wood shutters for 36in $295,mo 759
4406
window (16pr) 753 4461
MILLIONAIRES MIL2BR duplex $300rmo De
759 9323 after 5pm
LIONAIRES PANGJ,
posit required Quiet area
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK TIME share units and
753 9240
IN MURRAY. Charlie's campground member
Safe-T l'harma'cy
ships Cheap' Worldwide 28R duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighbor
OASIS water dispenser for selections Vacation Net
ork U S and Canada hood $310/mo 759 4406
5gal lug $150 345-2252
1 800 736 8250/305 771
2BR duplex in Westwood
SPA for sale 753 3488 at 6296 Free rental informa
Sub Central heat/air
ter 6pm
eon 305 771 6331
Wood stove, appliances
STEEL toe work boots for WOODEN storage build- furnished 759 1848
men and ladies La Crosse ings 8x16 starts at $1095,
rubber boots Camouflage 10x16 $142450, 12x24' 28R furnished apartment
clothing New and used $2395 Other sizes avail- 5br furnished house
4 block of college
guns Jerry's Sporting able Acree Portable Build753 5108 753 5865
Goods 6th & Walnut May- ings 502 247-7831
field, Ky 247 4704
2BR unfurnished apartment 753 3241
SUNTAN Salon going out
of business For sale 12
2BR water furnished, depo
Wolff tanning beds new and
sit required 753-0087 after
used $500 and up Will
5pm
finance 753 9274
PRIVATE Investigator with
1 and 2BR apartments near
TANDY Model Ill computer 22 years city and state in
downtown Murray
vestigation
experience
with LPVIII Good condi753-4109
tion Best offer over $100 'Accident •Criminal 'Civil
•Personal
or Corporate BRAND new 3br duplex. 2
753-4065
•Missing Persons Your full baths, with shower
needs, our specialty Call Central heat/air, stove, re
Confidential Investigations, frigerator, dishwasher turn
Appliances
(502)753-2641
ished Concrete driveway
KITCHEN AID portable
No pets allowed Applica
lions now being taker,
dishwasher Call 435 4186 SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser- 753-9400 or 435-4214 after
vice, supplies parts and 7pm
160
rental units Local comHome
JUST finished 1br apart
pany Call 1-800 248 4319
Furnishings
merit with paid utilities Now
available Near downtown
QUEEN size Sealy box
270
436 2755
springs and mattress plus
Mobile
frame $75 753-0126
NEW 2br duplex Ap
Homes For Sale
SLEEPER sofa good con
pittances energy efficient
dition Arm chair and chest 12x55 REMODELED 2br, owner occupied 1821
excellent condition $2500 Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
of drawers 753 6054
437-4917, 437 4511
NEW duplex on Northwood
210
1977 PARK Villa 12x60, Drive 2br, central gas FI/A
central heat 345-2784
All appliances including
Firewood
dishwasher and microMOBILE home repos Sin
FIREWOOD Seasoned o gles and doubles Financ
wave $385/mo 1 year
green $30/rick delivered
trig available Clean, late lease Available Jan 1 Call
474 2318
Model homes Green Tree days' 753-3153., eveneige
753-7900
FIREWOOD for stove and Acceptance, 606-223 1010
furnace Seasoned and or 1800.221-8204
ONE bedroom apartment
greenwood Cut to your or
VERY nice 2br 1 bath', on central heaVair, washer
der 753 9808 474 8086
two lots Minute from lake dryer hook-up No pets Re
and boat ramp Appliances ferences required
A FIREWOOD for sale
753,3949
$8500 436-2195
437 4667
ONE room, partially turn
FIREWOOD for sale Also
ished sleeping rooms with
tree service 436-2562.
2an
shared kitchen and bath436 2758
Mobile
rooms, central KA Lo
Homes For Rent
cated VA blocks from Fa
FIREWOOD Seasoned or,
green Also slab wood girig411140 culty Hall $125 rno includ
w41 irig utilities Call Camela at
Charles Barnett 753-5476
.
•
753-1492
WOOD for sale 753 9745
MOBILE home lots and no
ROOMMATE to share
bile homes 527-9063
apartment $150rmo plus
utilities 1412F Stadium
300
View Dr 812 937 4668,
Business
73-8011,after 1 14 91
Rentals
FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC
A OFF SALE Country Re
4 CAR shop with office TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
mnants Hwy 68-641 Drat- 753-9386, 753-4509
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
fenville Marshall County
FIVE
car
clean-up
shop,
rooms Apply HindaleApts
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
office and 2 baths, air com- Hardin, Ky or call
10 5pm
pressor Corner of 4th and 502 437 4113 EHO
GATLINBURG Summit: Glendale Rd 1450rmo
2BR apartment near Uni
Breathtaking views of 753 4389 or 753-5960
versity Good condition, ap
mountains, ski slopes FireOFFICE or retail space for pliances furnished Avail
place, balcony, kitchen In
door pool, Jacuzzis Honey- rent on court square able now Coleman RE
$175/mo Contact Kop- 753-9898
moon Specials' Free Broperud Realty 753 1222
chure 1 800-242 4853.
WE have nice 2br du
(205) 988-5139
plexes, 2bd townhouses,
LOG homes Over 40 standard models Free brochure Honest Abe Log
Homes Route One. Box
84CK, Moss Tennessee
38575 (800) 231-3695
POST-Frame buildings
30 x40'x19' erected $5,195,
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 800 628 1324
PROOF sets and silver dollars make firl'e presents for
every occasion' If we'don't
have the date you need,
we'll get it at no extra cost to
you Check our U S and
foreign coins, proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel)
and Treasure House (Murray) Special discounts now
avaltable We bUY .PP.InS
and offer professional appraisals of estates.
753-4161

OMCE SPACE
FOR RENT

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$165 imo
753 7276
2BR apartment close to
campus fernished $300
753-0919
2BR apartment in Northwood Appliances and water furnished $260/mo
753-3964

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor

ouy 5-10 acres
Out suitable
r Christian
it a house or
r Christian
Stella, Collington. Lynn
y area Please
489 2917, or

For 174 bed, long term care facility.
Degree in food service area preferred,
management experience necessary. Full
company benefits, salary open
Apply at
West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE

cies
Saie

I, ..
_
HOME PLUS INCOME
Debghtful 8 room, alum. sided ranch-styled home
with new cent. gas heat and air. In rear yard is a cozy 4
room furnished cottage - produces excellent income
Don't pass up this opportunity!'54.500. MU 2855

Kopperud Realty
711

Main St.

3BR brick house, centra
heat/air, carport fenced
backyard Call 435 4186

Lots
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL r,:r.r,lelamly
di:veiling lot All city uttlittes
including city cabir,:yision
Joining, the city mits at
Westend of Gatc.-iborough
Call 753 5541 753 45r.5

753-1222

:ards Buy. sell
'591683

Nsp,

AtUrriflUM

,•'

interior, Keriwcod
every option 98
asking $6 000 cc
Frankfort 502 227 is'
1984 DODGE
red automate,
b..icket seae,
759 1559

•

1985 CUTLASS
Brougtim Loaded burgundy, very
$3850 198E P'.'1 1:ar-,
6000LE loaded
53975 492 8884

1986 SUNBIRD T utr.0
sisoo

,i',137 1442
t

IT

'

'

1J

aag f ,r
..r r
5`.. 4',
•

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr
Loaded $27322 mo•
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

NICE 2br gas heat, W/D
hookup dishwasher, stove
refrigerator, deck 811 Coldwater Rd $325/mo Coleman RE 753-9898
REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400 753 8734
SMALL rental house 2br
$235/mo 1'4 miles on 641
South 753 6156
WANT to rent 3br house in
West Calloway County or
east Graves County
753-0447

PIT bull pups, 7 weeks old
1st shots and wormed 2
males 1 white/black, 1
cocoa/white, $100 each 1
female cocoa/white $75
Excellent bloodline Serious inquiries only Day or
night 759 1925

1977 Trans AM,
Sceal 8 2W8717N207463

1976 Ford Pickup
I F15JUB81899
1979 Pontiac Red Bird
2187A9L1 71232
1982 Mazda RX7
fIJM1FB3317G0644321
All cars sold as is

1987 FORD Escort 5
speed low miles runs
good 759 1100 or after
6pm 489 2737
1988 HYUNDIA Excel GL
40xxx miles 5 speed air.
sunroof AMIFM cassette
great gas mileage $3400
1986 Pontiac Fiero Auto
sunroof, AM/FM cassette
Sharp car Good on gas
$3995 753 8642
1988 TOYOTA Tercel 2
door, 4 speed new tires,
excellent condition 48 000
miles $3900 or best otter
436 2818
1989 CHEVY Caprice
Brougham 38.000 miles,
loaded still under factory
warranty Reduced from
$12,800 to $12,200 After
4pm 753-7419
1989 HONDA Accord SEI
1990 Dodge Shadow 1990
Chrysler LeBaron converti
ble 753-5500
E-Z Auto Safes, Hwy 94E
0% financing Buy here
pay here 474-8883.
436 2606 Open Wed Sun

'

I
H%'7 80 2
13,-.4 $4'
t rne 354

495

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
190I N. 12th

St.
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The following cars will
be sold at private sale
January 14th, 2 00 p m
at Vernon's, 713S 12th
St Bids can be sent in to
P0 Box 102, Murray,
Ky 42071

1484 Ford T-Bird,
I 'F A8P46W9EH192041

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Homes
For Sale

'

1983 TOYOTA
cellent conditicr, biue
tinted window',
Louvers. AfTlf:fE ,,,irlcr., ,

1986 PONTIAC
Gray with red
excellent C.
759 9850 after 4pri

RJ

Prked

lloweSellers is tbe Sew_
sevolstiwo Is real estate

The New Revolution

In Real Estate
470

100 YAQAHA 4 wro,r.,.k.,
Excellent condit'on
753-5303 or 753 7724
1987 YAMAHA Banst.ee 4
wheeler $1600 753 7728

ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 12'S
753-5500

HOUSEMATE wanted to
share house with 2 females $125/mo plus
cheap utilities 759 4814

CUTE adorable fun loving
Lab mix puppies looking for
cute adorable fun loving
humans 436-2541

or

iod stove in
months 4500

SLEEPING room Retriger
ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753-6609

Pets
& Supplies

olitaire dia
Third quality

Jby and &a
mt. 14 carat
lounting Light
link chain

KOPPER-UD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222 toll free
1 800 251 HOME Eat
711L

Sorriest
Offered

1977 LTD wh:te with a,,••
num wheels, $100 down
1976 Cadillac Coupe De
Ville $100 down 492 8884
1978 CUTLASS Auto a;r
V-8, Landau top Velour
interior, very nice
$1250,1968 Mustang red
black top. V 8, bucket
seats $1850 492 8884
1978 THUNDERBIRD
Red, white interior Good
condition, especially me
chanically 120,000 miler
$950 753-7078
1979 CADILLAC F
wood Limo, mint conc
28 inches of stretch
501 commercial se,.
motor, new 400 turbo tr.,
mission, wet bar Will sacr,
lice at $5,500 00 or best
offer, need to sell immediately Call Frankfort 1502
227:8015 after 6pm
1981 CUTLASS white red
interior $200 down 1980
Eldorado blue loaded
$200 down 492 8884
1982 Z 28 CAMERO
$2700 753 4832
1983 OLDS Cutlass wa
gen good condition Cali
after 4pm 395-7986

BLOCK brick concrete
drive ways foundation
bases patios chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett 753 5476

NSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

CARPENTER, commercial
or residential work New
homes additions. outbuild
irigs, decks, fences, re
placement windows Fast
quality service Call
759 1424 after 5pm

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery. Murray 436 5560

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Beb
tiers 759 1247 leave
message
Chim Chimney
Sweeps has Ha senior till
ten discounts Wt self shim
ney caps arid screerp,
435 4.191

CARS
10 Toyota Terce ................18,987
10 Toyota
10 Toyota
11 Toyota Carnry............1,917
'19 Toyota Cella GT._ '11,487
'89
19
8jci Pat
'139 Near( Colcoy
18 Toyota Cressida M 1487
'11 Cheq
11 Toyota Cent......
18 Pont. Bcnne. LE
'87 MaidaR7....................'8481
Non63 Acccrd
Pt.
16 Sunbed GT..._.'6,07
16 Toy. Cceolla
5,487
'86 Tercel 4Yi0 fi9n....147
clot; Stipra........„.....18.987
'P Olds Delta
'84 Toy. Cressea..._.........1,487
Id Olds Custom Cniser._14287
'14 Toyota987
'14 Tolcra
12 Toyota Corolla
12 kis, Jetta fign
'11 Toyota Corolla
'10 Toyota
76 Fad
TRUCKS
89 Ford Ranger Xl1.......1,717
19 Cher( S•10....„..._......16,987
'19 Toyota
18 Ns, Pattthrder SE214,487
'10487
18 P.Cian
18 Ruda 82200._...._...'6,987
18 Toyota 4 Rurre...'11,487
11 Phirrouth Voyager ....10,487
'17 Toyota 414
'87 Toy, 414 gab
87 liazda
TOota 1
'6,9•87
'85 Toyota
'85 To ota
Aubrey Hatcher
Bril Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochree Gen Mg,

TOYOTA
OFIIIJORAY
515 S. 12th
Moray. KY

F^orie
753-4961

T C Dinh epair and Main,
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm
4111.•

570
Wanted

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR A wonderful family caper
Service Center cleaning' erice Australian Eurs
servicing $15 most repairs peen Scandinavian
panese high' school ea
$35, an brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5 change students arriving ir
August Beccrrie a host
Mon -Fri . 753 0530
family Ameticar intercui
tural Student E /charge
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4';

COMPLETE plus hc.me re
pair All phases of home
repair and remodeling
753 0318

°MEW
CUSTOM 111CMIN CABINET:

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
An Types Of

CONTRACTOR. Portable
buildings, pole bar,
real home imprc.
Quality work for
tomer satisfaction' guarar
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Custom

Gy li sell our showroom
.

,
01
6011,

VAG

A LICENSED e ••
contractor JAMES
LIMORE ELE'
mercial and
courteous arid etti,..iei
vice 759 1835
L L Beene F:::
mercial an;
painting Ere,
:
Lennis Bean,
759-1785
MAG'S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping. postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 'l.a675-7)
Mori Fri 8 5 References
MR 'I Charr.net
clearier 492 85.'

ca,

goePevcia
......
PEAL

Home: 753-3509 (evening)
Work: 759-1881 (days).

-

frEW homes r‘;'
pcie barns deck
ings_ibrick .and
work 759 1039 ar,Ew or repa
masonry pia

New On The Market
3BR,2 bath, central heat & air(gas)on two lots Nee
carpet and newly decorated 6 miles east of Murray

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

r.

i

Vans

Motorcycles

38n

111111111.1F'

2

also 2br, 2 bath with den
$375-$500mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized safe and &fee
tive by U S Center for vet
urinary Medicine against
hook, round & tapeworms
in dogs & cats At Southern
States and better feed
stores

Apartments
For Rent .

or double pa
759-9980

NE heaters

Used
Cars

Apertmonts
For Rent

Allsoellanseue

ow hiring al
hours Apply
*eon 2 and
It Chestnut

530

320

2an

1978 CHEVY window van
350 auto, very good me
chanically
$750
753-6881

4th

759-1521 (Horne) 753-1566
Sycamore
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat 10-6 p.m.
Baseball Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

.-1 4'
4
'

son

Used,.
Trucks
1972 CHEVY Blazer
4wheel dr Mechanically
sound Good tires $1200
753-3958
1972 CHEVY pickup 1985
S10 759 1652

,".'
(11":'
Sa —

PLUMBING repa:rmae wth
same day service Ca':
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting s'dirg
painting plumbing con
'
crete Free estimates
474-2307

1973 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser wagon 4x4,6 cylinder, 3 speed transmission
Rebuilt 3000 miles $700
753-6881
- ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing.graveLsand„dirt drive
1976 FORD pickup Stanway roc-ii 75-3 4545
dard shift Runs good
753-6763
$650 753 5671
STEWART'S Haulmg
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
trash and garbage pickup
cylinder motor $2500
Serving all of Calloway
OBO 474 8820
County 436 5236 .
1980 FORD 1 ton
SUREWAY Tree & Stump.
492-8411
Removal Insured with ti„.
1985 CHEROKEE Pioneer line of equipment including.
60tt aerial trucks and brush
V-6 5 speed Priced to sell
chipper To assure a safer
753-3200
operation at a lower com1988 RANGER 4 cylinder,
petitive cost Free esti
5 speed, silver, blue intermates without obligation
ior, $4950 or trade
Day or rite 753 5484
492-8884

sin
Campers
1984 26ft COACHMAN
9,000 miles Make an offer
502 247-6699
23ft 1979 CHEVY Cobra
RV 21,000 miles $9500
753 6559
530

.SeMces
Offered
A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call Al for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete, drive
ways painting, maintenance etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
()lance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system. driveways.
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department
has public health nurse openings in

Graves, McCracken and Calloway Coun. ties. Full-time and alternate work schedules will be considered
Generous fringe benefits and holidays.
10% salary increase in first year of
employment Salary based on education,
experience and level of responsibility
Transcripts and completed applications
required Resumes cannot substitute for
applications, which may be secured at
any Health Center For more information,
contact Sharon Godec, Nursing Director,
at 502-444-9625 or 247-1490
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753,7203

Please apply at

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
G&A Construction Quality
work at affordable prices
Finish carpentry work,
porch and deck spec Free
estimates Call 753-1126 or
436-2617 after 4pm
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
HOUSE cleaning 5 years
professional cleaning ex
penence Your home
cleaned the way you like it
436-2767, ask for Beclyn
Cleaning

the
Ledger & Times
Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.09
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.33
age 70 - 27.53
age 80 - 52.73

age
age
age
age
age

FEMALE \
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsyile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, ICY
"Our 29th year of service"
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Specials Good
January 10 Through
January 12
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SUPERAMERICA.
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SuperAmerica Group, Inc
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PEPSI, DR.
PEPPER,76 UP• P PS ,7•UP DOR
•
• c, •• •0 0
• -tr.
1? Oz.
PEPPER
DR.
12 Pack •
.,

i. . .

,---,:
—1

.
,
i.9 i".\ .

0$

--.>--0

. ,.‘ _

.0'

° 0
0

•`,. ., „..,,u,\ ,,I.,-,, ._.
SAVE 11...1t. '4
•
r- v.'
$11°° SAVESOC 9
**fo SAVE 70;

itillp

i

•G

•

6.5 Oz.. Bag
All Flavo
,.
rs

2 Liter co °•

.

Cans

.OS

r"PANTRY
WONDER/HOSTESS PRAIRIE FARM 2% MILK
PRIDE"BREAD
Gallon 0 •

Dozen

ifilN3

0

•••

BUCHANAN GRADE PRAIRIE FARMS
A LARGE EGGS
ICE CREAM
° "
FARM FRESH"
"FAMILY PAK"
Half-Gallon • Ir°

"COUNTRY FRESH"

1 Lb ,-* 0 °
. 0
Loaf
.••

NIU t Lit uk

0
____4,*
. •°

35•

oo11

4 flavors

,...k=v-

0

vr;dg-i-A
,

o
' ... ' .
•, viif: -,
SAVE •4101 l', .
.
#6
° 0 40C SAVE 24C
... °. SAVE 20C ''
:
SAVE $1.00
TONY'S PIZZA "HOUSER VALLEY" SUPERAMERICA
WINDSHIELD
"SUPREME"
. BACON A;
MOTOR OIL
WASHER OLVENT
17 Oz '
' Package,
Quart
Gallon ° ,i
:
°
•
°e

-01010e
4G.

-ui.0

•

:

.

Do

motor
oil

0

o

•SAVE
SAVE _ ,
ti..._
.0
.
60C v- - -='
$1.00 , 0''',
° SAVE 50C
:

0

.0 •
,
- SAVE 400

tf.s"C‘1 4‘

BBQ
RIB
SANDWICH
SUBMARINE
SANDWICH
HAM
&
CHEESE
.
.
0 0 .0 .
0 .
.
SUB
SANDWICH
.
0 •..tz 0
o
•
,
.
a
--.. .,
. . .
$1129
.
•
.
..00.e
29
_
,
.........4r‘l
....,_ • ,. :..
4 _ ...
.\. . .. . 00
_..4.. .
_._. ^...,
.ri .
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•
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.
.,
.
SAVE

004

2

129

..
SAVE 70C Itre ii 0 0 °.• 0 '0

4

'

0

•

%

50C

CHICKEN SUPREME
BEST CUP OF
&16
OZ.
FOUNTAIN
DRINK
COFFEE IN TOWN
0.,

0
*
-. t I ,$
0.
.
2

..

•

16 Oz. '. -r‘-m- . °

19

t

0

°

2

,•jje- a

*4 °

N‘13t
.Ctv‘

k

°

0

. •

$1800 SAVE 20C
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YOURSo00
CIGARETTES ,* 801 Cold Water Rd., Murray!9
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The Right _ .t'Resrv
To Limit Quantities
..•
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.
We

0

•

0
0
0

Credit Cards May Be Used
.
r All Purchases
FE°
xcluding Lottery

0
si4104%%IRAs S OunnunG[emu
Smoke :eA's At CrIem MOPti 00

e **

0

p

10 mg motor. 100 s
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BRIDAL'SECTION
II

Traditional cultured pearls for a cultured bride
Seseral rrillerinia ago legend ha it
a great Ulrich.' god dose into the sea to
• quire a single exquisite pearl
gilt. for his diutthter on her virddizq
di, loday that Li:en: his beer.
• ..rhed
u;ito..- • ar•iund
•
ttaditioft that
*•,i ha. he.
1,1kI
r. tar:
.1 • N.)
.11.1 purl
t1;
I rule It it), hrid.. It,
•i• peit
• • ..11“:. ii 't, ./ 1
Jr e
Jr'rn. h arts ot bridefit
tunes SsittiT giuds Mir IliNtls the
pearl cuissesses AD ethereal and demure
personality that reflects the v.anli Eli PV.
of a bride on her aesl.Jirig de."
,
c. duc to their
natural
pearls were reser%rd for only the set)
'..taltt,s Hut ah.iut
Cif•• ago
mail
discosered the secret i I how to coax
ii...sters into produ.in.; enough pearls
t, - put them within die 'CAA
all
/
1
41:1, h J pearl 1- fl i
lentoed
Au!tt.I
J tot althitu.:ti it is helped tflt, ma,
h. mat:. it is still considered .1,
getti arid J *Cry k
ttPU,III to
natural pearl
Just a, nothing 'should be faked on
thc.wedding day the jewelry to he
st.trfil sho*Uld he is real as the emotion felt or this memorable
linit.in,e pi-ark that ate
is of sy-i•lieti.
'
•
'

IiIJN

ti7h:
J r(' se,,,J!

sun, thu tIn hr isle ha, Ittc
ti, suit her there
Li. 1,
fetllet11),Ci

lurid pc.inis
t.itu .J1 atf.tril
pearl' that hatic J bright skin
11..tri and
dc-c1' 111f1c't
that Aft' ft'IJ11% ci. tree ml
M.11.
Ne1111111,
,
•
htlfIlp• or blistcrs. which c 411
detri./ how the ',sera!! heaut:i and
%hole:. the ilk' lit apearl
111

•

sCICthe,

,.•.! !ht..

Aber: sele.ting pearls for the bride
mai. fling the length and %isle of
peails to J particular gown design is
introttant One
to three strand
itritt.ess ot choker Ictit.,:lh pearl neck
laces best at. kr 111U.lir OIL the 41. Wide(
IIT sa..iped neck g.iwns and help to
frame thc face
V.411 High or closed
neck gowns all for litinger strands of
pearls to 1,R-die a slim and smooth .11

hi uctte
As tar as earrings are concerned,
felliellthef that drop earrings tend to
make the face appear longer while stud
and button earrings ha% e a shiirtening
elle. t
._
VI hen it comes to selecting pearl
color, women with lighter hair and fair
complesions tend to kink best in cultured pearls with Whitv.
a slik
ht rose tint,
while u_ reams Oft
-pearl%
« implement darker hair n tones
Howes Cr. it is best to match pearl color
to indisidual skin tone hy actually
placing the pearls against the skin and
seeing the effect
Just as cultured pearls are perfect for
the bride. they should also be considered
for the bridal party to gise a matching
appearance Inexpensise pearl earnngs
or bracelets are perfect gifts for bndesmaids, and pearl cuff links or shirt studs
arc perfect gifts for usfrrs

Tips for the older bride
An:,itie who belies:, that all brides
are yount! and blushing should consid
er these fact, Lida). one fifth of all
•
.,.;c1ting 111.11f 1ed for the first
lime are ,,,er :1,S ()I these. one third
ife in their thirties. tonics. of oldef
likhatesct their reasons fiir ticial. 411V
marriage
whetlicr to pursue a pro
tis,1,41
tin his in.ie1ur,ii,ktitt'.
I 'list• !ties- ito des ide I.
tr J.hilt.
*ed rh, se older brides verierall!, hiss.
'hi, qu.-stion
Abet Iii,t1 of sios•tdin2

Bude s magazine eises the following ads ice for this group of bndes
• Many older brides prefer small
ceremonies with only family and close
friends attending. hut its perfectly
okay to choose any size ceremony you
like If you're like most older brides.
uull base only a maid or matron of
honor. rather than a whole processum
of bridesmaids hut again this is up to
you In either case. don't overlook the

(Continued on Page 3)

`'s

CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE AND EARRINGS courtesy of the
Cultured Pearl Association of America. Wedding gown and headpiece hy
Alfred Angelo.

LET THE TRAVEL
PROFESSIONALS HELP
PLAN YOUR PERFECT
HONEYMOON!
Register your shower or wedding
with- out
,

Your honeymoon is a once in a lifetime occasion. Allow
one of our consultants to help you make your honeymoon
the most memorable time in your life together. ,

BRIDAL REGISTRY

Call us for Great Destinations.

Bath Towels • Bath Accessories • Sheets
Bed Pillows • Blankets
and Much More!
Bridal Gowns and Accessories
are available through our catalog.
Come by today and pick up your Spring Bridal
Collection catalog.

Penney
\itirr.1‘

Cancun
from '239°'
Jamaica
from '349'
Cruise in the Bahamas... from '395'
For more information contact:
—
Patty Greenway, Kimberly House or Randy Wilkins

ou5e
0 el
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's)

759-1074
1-800-634-4903

'3

ett`

,e

el

'
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UNIQUE cavr
IDEAS FOR THE
BRIDE AND GROOM
• A hot air balloon ride
•!louse cleaning service for
J month
• I kcts to a Broadway

• A photo album filled with
piLturi:N ‘ou took :it their
t.:(1(11111.

r

' • A hello giter

ride around
New York Lit\ or NI:wara
Lilk
•••Alemberships to a local
health club
• lennis lessons foe two
• A camera for hone moon
pit:litres

• \latching jackets
• \lonottramme_d bathrobes
• A recipe box filled with
our favorite recipes
• A delivery of gourmet

food.every month - -A bag filled with essentials for the honeymoon
(suntan lotion, sunglasses,
etc.)

trtesy of the
' headpiece by

Allow
+moon
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Leave a lasting impression on guests
grance!'
Attention. all brides-to be. Add to
Wealth
list of one hundred and one thing's
,,..etiftd the
ol then
no di Iii Al i.e coordinating fragrances
111,1011 `ships.
: Fortunately. Lit Illt,deT11 times our
for you Lind your groom to be, I( you
trae_rallt e “p11,11. ;ire a bit simpler
hace any doubt that choosing your
Here iii shrilL lips trlifil li,(.1.litvOMe
wedding scent IN a-v basic ,IV v fi oilottIng
(ii 1)0
h) ti‘e scent 10
y
(I 4i irs„ consider this
ruakirimin ette.t cii your wedding
' -Fragrance aboce all other sensory,
day
stimuli has the power to stir OM
• V. LI) Noon .1l000r‘4, floral arrant:esays Karen Quinn. direetiir of market
tng ,er ih. eV fur IA/ Claiborne rn...tits tor the altar, tablec. and bourquets, think .ihgcut their scent .ind -not
Cosmettcs , - Women espet.hilly have
Ats ability to intrigue and (lace
iiist their color For instance, the smell
of rose has a iIuig Cite.
been using it to their adc.intage tor
hr,A, orol hi tile
IIIL'thc
more than 5.0010 years, htlr Men ha Ye
fleel
by no means been tragran_ce
• 1111.t.' 11,1;1.1ea,.• es,k,s rietiurcis.
Quinn offers them: historr.arevamples.
filcptoii
alti1 ,1oHoo. dIFIn'fl'olo on iti
of the romance ot scent.
p.,tpo rum s.L.het tx.,ns ith
In 54 A D., Nero, ths;-_-1.1.m4eror ci
the- gucAv
Rome, pledged his ecerla-aing 10..e to
'A ethhale his
his late 'AIL' by binning more iiicen‘e
• Whitt: HI'.1 rehrlit.ing ,ihnut brides
'at her funeral that all of AmMa could
tnAtds dres...s and tuvedt,,, Its its ill
produce in ten years
o;OoondInale
Ita.,zran.e ha the
Iii1170. "Hungary Water- A as h:at
bride ..anIti groom as \yell as the bridal
ed for septuagenarian Queen Elieabeth
party_ ()Limn entiahLtsfieS- The inicor
It Ilungary, and the perfume made her
tance cf chic's ire It:lilt- Atli:es I hat
s'o desirable that the/ nim ii Shunter
111,rite51 5¼.11 tic .11(4,
tvn
King tot Poland sougldher.hand ri n
fiactriicc i Otoiii with It
nage.
- .1 .inc-es made by the came compan'
Napoleon's beloced Josephine
...
luflflsantgc'4s,
01 rc•
bathed daily in rose Nate/ :Ma biathiy.
Ifs h Mitt
Ma,* Me Malkin-a!
When she traveled.- site smut-meal the
palace wally with her fragrance in
- hopes that her eniperor wtould not furget her.
Such was the power of perfume that
Puritan England passed a law in the
170(h that %waled a marriage if a
woman was judged to have seduced
her husbaridthrough the use of Ira-

tr....yrance for both iron and ',..,nnen.
11,11.'4,111, es frt,th the
t mrpany are kie,1;1,11L'11 111 t
Colk h Oher
•I
o•I
t;
It

it c5
Ii

t:t tiro-

',"" 'I hk
i!T
!ti

Bridal tips
(Continued trtmi Page 2
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Where The
Gowns Are1.
We feature the world's
most beautiful gowns.
Large selection,
\„.wersonal service,
perfect fit,
attention to
cvery,detail.

ns.
).39°'
149x
1,95'
Wilkins

stritit
ubby's)

-1074

634 4903

74.S40eade

dpde

Available in low or high heels.

othe
shoe
tree

In store dying and
decorating of your choice.

121 By-Pass, Murray • Mon.-Sat. 9:30 to 5:30
Owner: Janet Farmer

Choose from our selection
of plain or decorated shoes.

Manager. Greta Gargue

Southside Shopping Center

1.11-14BER NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE
'Celebrating 40 years of Service ro A,merica'l Brides"

753-8339
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Married and loving it
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SLEEK AND SEXY OR TIMELESS AND TRADITIONAL? The designers at Bridal Originals present endless
options in their 1990 collections. Photos:.Jill I rallarbera.

Creating trend-setting weddings
If you are a bnde-to-be. the was you
plan your wedding may affect future
traditions for centuries to come The
reason' Weddings are being reinvented
and redefined now While some engaged couple's enjoy consulting books
of etiquette either foe. fun or to follow
to the letter, many insist on creating a
unique wedding that expresses v.hat's
spei ial aboul their union

$3
Only

%ows you can live by
-•

One of the most common moos a
lions is altering or rewriting the wed

ding vows Some modem Women think
the part that goes "love, honor and
obey" sounds more like a doggie training school oath than a wedding ceremony Others object to "I now pronounce you man and wife" instead of
-husband and wife" or "wife and husband "In the twentieth century, a bride
should no more have to choke out
something objectionable than she
should have to marry someone not of
her chonmng
'On the other hand, the old fashioned
voAs do have some charming attribute,. For example, nothing is more intl.-

A •R •T•C•A•R•V•E•D

CLASS RING
eon It' UM ODIC'A 11

lt'c in vac an brick.% ;it'd britics-tr)-bc
J.

to (-milt- in and register your
showers with our Bridal Registrt.
Choose from housewares or sporting
goods Or am thing in the store
Let our a.s.sociatc.s assist V(111 in
choosing just the right gift Ir
vour new home.

.

-

at-mom DES Mrs
.,
a-

oy,"6„..110
•

79
s

is

II* shffyrrya.

SOLADIUM • DESIGNI.1 SULKS
HIGH SCHOOL CLASS IUNG
mianchon •••• el*

*raw 5,Irmo

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Canter
.fr

s

Not-so-traditional gown
Not every woman looks good in
white and therefore some choose an
off-white or light pink or an even less
traditional color for their gowns. After
all, the object is to be beautiful. One
bride who had lovely legs comes to
mind. She wore the traditional white
veil and white satin bodice but the
'gown' stopped at her hips and flared
out into a tulle tutu. She was stunning
Another reason for taking up the hem
is that floor-length gowns were
• designed for graceful dances such as
the wall/. Few people waltz nowadays
and those massive skirts look awkward
jiggling about to modern music-.
Even the food and drink served at
receptions are undergoing scrutiny.
Some couples, who have observed one
too many scenes made by drunken relatives at other peoples' weddings, elimi
nate the possibility by not serving alcohol And, the thought of guests driving
home drunk is an added worry the
already nervous couple doesn't need.
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And the bride cuts the cake...

FREE CUSTOm FEATURES
A VALUE OF OvER $SO

ARTORVED
• .4

niate than the outmoded use of the second person singular. as in "with this
nng. I thee wed." These days. 'thee' is
strictly reserved for God and one's
betrothed
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Murray 753-1606
BRING THIS AD

Chocoholics see no reason to deprive
themselves on this of all days by serving white wedding cake Make it i la
mode with double fudge ice cream and
your guests may urge you to do the
whole thing over again same time next
year.
Since today people often meet their
spouses in the workplace. they Ire
quently share professional interests
Some choose to make their mutual

(Continued on Page 5)
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Your diamond solitaire: the shape of thin S to come
.

For centuries man has attempted to
personality through tea leaves.
astrological charts, and even bumps on
the head. Now here's a new twist. In
order to reveal whether a person is creative, aggressive, sensitive. earthbound
or dreamy, look at his or her favorite
diamond shape: round, oval, pear. marquise or emerald cut.
Over the years, vete:ran.jeweiry
appraiser Saul Spero has developed
a "personality profile" of individuals selecting diamond engagement
rings by observing a direct correlation between the shape of the diamond desired and the perstirrs
character.
The,credibility of Mr. Spero's
observations is based on psychological precepts, confirms Dr. Frederick
Koenig, professor of sociology at
Tulane University;"There is a solid
rationale behind -Sperces hbservations
When a person selects a particular get)
metric shape, that person gives expression to an inner impulse..it is a revelation of thermier_sell:
• .a
How does it work?
access

_
.you like the round shape best,
husband, children and home life are
terribly important to you. You're
t.ontent. dependable, and relate, eastly•to others. You eagerly anticipate
all the comforts and-joys of marrrige
trid motherhood. F,ven if you work, a
career is not your uppermost concern.
The security of home and family'
. t suggested by the round portion) is also
very meaningful to someone who
selects the pear shape. But you're
eager to meet new people and embark
on new ,experiences (indicated by the
tapered end). You're ambitious, want
to keep up with your peers and urge
your mate to do likewise.
Does the oval shape diamond appeal
to you? Chances are you love to innovate and are fully in your element
when you're being creative. You're
organized, but not inflexible, and have
a unique sense Of your own style. You
dare to be different, but are not "far
out." The oval personality is a blericTof
the round, square/emerald and marquise.
Someone who prefers the marquise shape is outgoing, impulsive,
sometimes temperamental, sexy and
known to be "a charmer" (depicted
by two tapered ends). You thrive on
new challenges and your partner
must do the same to keep up with
you. Your energies need the outlet of
a career and you're compelled to
achieve your potential. You savor
excitement and don't like to be
"cooped dri" at home.
A bit conservative, disciplined and

rs
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Trend-setting
(Continued from Page 4)
vocation part of the ceremonies. Two
creative personalities may design all
. the decorations themselves. One equestrian couple etchanged vows and
'walked down the aisle' on horseback!

on to deprive
Lays by seriMake it a la
Le cream and
mu so do the
me time next

is meet their
• they .freial interests.
heir mutual

When divorced or widowed couples
wed,including their children in the ceremony is often* positive start in establishing good 'step' relationships. What
roles the children will assume is a wide
open field waiting to be sown with the
seeds of tradition. Your new idea today
may become the norm for second wed
dings in a hundred Years.
However you plot your sledding,
this lime is history allows you to be the
director with full creative freedom
had-reviews:The only
And it can't
requirement is-that the players enjoy
themselves.

one of the all-important 'F--(tur. C's"
that ,shOtild be considered when buying a diamo94, advises Jewelers of
America (JAhe national organization kdicated to consumer information an education about fine jewelry,
Diamond values are also based on
carat weight (there are 142 carats to

1

It is important, therefore, to make
your diamond purchase based on cut.
clarity, carat weight and color
Because every diamond has its own
charAterixtics, and no two- stones are
exactly.
JA recommends that you
consult with a local diamond expert.
yiiur neighborhood jeweler whom you
know antitrust. lie or the will be able
to guide you, based on your likes and
dislikes, to the best value for your
money. .
A diamond engagement ring is,symbolic of your love and lifelong 'corn
mitment to one another. For free information about buying a diamond and
other fine jewelry, write to: JA, Dept
M90B, 1271 Sixth Ave.. New York.
NY 10020.

Sensitive, Creative
Wedding Photograph...
Let us make v()ur day special .

9

7
,111
,
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WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS

County Square • 1608 121 N. By Pass

753-0035

ATTENTION BRIDES-TO-BE! Your personality is reflected in the shape
otthe diamond you select foryour engagement ring. Photo courtesy of
Jewelers of America.
•••

REGISTER FOR TN BEST
Why sign up for the ordinary,
everyday stuff?
Fitz & Floyd China
Farberware Cookware
Henckel Cutlery
Portmeiroi Pottery

Kitchen Aid Appliances
Krups Coffee Makers
Schott-Zwiesel
Crystal & Glassware

Magnalite Professional Cookware

Our Large Selection o
Bridal Fabrics,
Laces &
Accessories,
Head Pieces,
Pearls & Garters.
Complete color selectionj
of Illusion (netting) 6

Stop by for our free
information folder at

The
Panhandler

el

•

an ounce, and IN) points to a carai
color (the amount by, which a dia
mond deviates from the whitest possible, or truly colorless): and darns
(determined by taking into account
the .number, size, placement, color
and nature of any internal "inclusions" or external surface irregularities).
How much should you plan to
spend? Jewelers of America recommends a two months' salary guideline
that will twit adversely affeto your budget btu reflects a reasonable allowance
for a better quality diamond solitaire.
After all, unlike cars, stereos. furs'ld
VCRs, this is a one-time purchase that
lasts a lifetime and becomes a family
heirloom!

t

Setting trends

cake...

ge

organized, describes someone who
favors the orderly, angular square or'
emerald shape. Often your mind wins
out over your heart. You think things
over clearly before making decisions.
You also have good executive and
leadership capabilities.
Diamond Shape, or "cut," is just

Bel-Air Center

Murray

753-5679

Bel Air Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-6,
Sun. 1-5

4.

4.4.4-4-4, _AI
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Brides need time-saving, space-saving appliances
('ho.'sing the nght products for a fina
home
be ii rw
lining fawn sheets
and towels to china and crystal from
,mall electric appliances and kitchen
gadgets to pots and pans there are psi
so many different decisions to make'
Many bride i,i he opt for the help

Heart

WHY PAY MORE
Tofr
FOR THE SAME
QUALITY SILK
FLOWERS FOR YOUR BRIDAL
BOUQUET?
Design your own or let us do it for yoUl

of a bridal registry coordinator at a
local retail store These "new home"
expert' have teen trained in the pros
and cons o1 many products by the manufacturers and through trial and error
as they use the items themselses
Bridal registry coordinators can help

In the bridal spotlight
4wesi.

-FREE BOUTONNIERE WITH EVERY BOUQUET-Complete Wedding Departmenr
Snowing Ctroet--MCVistAX.Dsco
hA

—7S3-114

a
a
456.You are invited to be a

Jo Logan's

Bride

Come and uisit our Bridal Registry
which offers a complete line of
china, stoneware, crystal, stainless,
linens and decorative gifts.
247-7256
505 S. 6th St., Mayfield, Ky.
DESIGNED FOR A STAR — YOU, by Michele Piccione from the Alfred
Angelo

NOW THAT YOU'VE
FOUND MR. RIGHT
DON'T
TAKE HIM ON
THE WRONG
HONEYMOON
Call Your Honeymoon Travel Specialists
About Our Package Plans.
s. Honeymoons So Affordable, You
Can't Afford Not To Go.

the
acatzon
•

StationLtd
TRAVEL AGENCY
Hwy. 121 N. Ily-Pass

753-TRIP or 753-8767

Dream Maker Collection. Here is pure figure flattery, from the
high collar of hand-beaded Schiffli embroidery embellished with
pearl
dangles, to the slim sheath skirt of silk-floss Chantilly-type lace
over
satin, with detachable satin train. Fashion flash: See this dramatic
wedding design worn in the motion picture "Once Around, starring
Holly
Hunter

Brides-To-Be
Come By

Pier I imports
When considering your selections for your
new home, we have one of the most complete
bridal registries for decorative accessories in
this area. We think you'll be pleased with the
selections and the prices

1205 B Chestnut St. * 753-1851

match china, crystal and silver patterns. locate towels in just the right
color and help choose the kitchen
appliances that fit each couple's
lifestyle
When choosing items for a first
kitchen, most bridal experts recommend that couples lotik for space-sayur.
ing sets of pots and pans with timesaving features like a non stick interior.
Clean up will he quick. which is
important for today's busy dual career
family. Kitchen gadgets. knives. hake
ware and casseroles should also he
chosen with versatility:ease of use and
storage needs in mind.
"the same considerations should he
'put into place when choosing appliances for a first home. Oster 's bridal
Coordinator, Elliabeth Kathan, suggests that the first decision that a couple should make is what type of food
preparation they will he doing."A couple needs to determine exactly what
appliances they will truly use," according to Kathan. "Asking for, and reed'sing, every gadget and appliance available is silly,-espec tally if most of them
sit unused in a tahmet."
Kathan suggests that choosing appliances that serve more than one function will save space and money for a
newlywed couple. While a couple that
doesn't cook often may only need a
toaster, a small coffeemaker and a
blender, a couple that cooks (or entertains) several times per week will need
more. An all -in-one appliance like
Oster's Kitchen Center appliance is
often just the thing. One motor base
that serves five functions (a blender, a
mixer, a doughmaker. a food processor
and a slicer/shredder/saladmakeo can
be a true spacesaver.
Brides-to-be should not be afraid to
be as specific as possible when indicating the color, style and brand name of
the items they choose. "Most wedding
guests don't want to play a guessing
game when choosing a gift for a
favorite couple," says Kathan. "They
prefer to know exactly what a couple
would like to receive."

Planning
your wedding
without losing
your cool
Ever wonder how you could be calm
enough to enjoy your own wedding
day? The bridal video, "Steps Down
the Aisle." will help you plan a flawless wedding day, step-by-step.
This video eliminates the pre-wedding chaos and wedding day jitters that
brides and their families experience.
The only s ideo ever to he endorsed by
The As.%0( lawn of Bndal Consultants.
"Steps Down the Aisle" COTICS with a
free Wedding Planner that works with
the tape to help you keep on top of
everything you need to do. In an easy
step-by-step fashion, the video and planner take you through all steps of %e1ding planning from the engagement
up to and including the wedding day.
Join hostess Debby Boone as she
visits with bridal consultants, floral
arrangers. jewelers and entertainers
"Steps Down the Aisle" will quickly
become your personal "consultant,"
and managing all the details that go
into planning the most special day of
your life will be a snap

,
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The old-fashioned wedding trousseau is being updated with a new bed
linen bridal registry program to make
every couple's dream bedroom a mall,
ty. These bed linen registry programs
allow couples to select color schemes,
patterns, sizes and items needed to cre•
ate a total room environment.
"As coordinated bed ensembles
grow more popular and include more
items than ever before, linens and
accessories have become an important
part of registry programs," says
Deirdre McGovern. public relations

terns for a first
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uly use,- accord;for, and receiv
appliance availif most of them

manager for Warnsuna/Pacific "Our
research shows-that 70 percent of new
brides now register for bed linens"
To make it easier for couples to
select the perfect pattern and colors.
many bridal directors and consultant,
have an album of room setting photos
showing the WamsuttaJiattems available in that particular store. This way,
the bridal consultant can show the
bade the many different looks she can
select front. The albums also show
how solids can be coordinated with
pattt ms to create more than One

A gift they will appreciate

10, 1991
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ensemble
"We advise couples to request thiee
sets of sheets for each bed one set on
the bed. one in the linen closet and I Me
in the laundry.- McGovern say, "In
addition to sheets, gift-givers can select
pillowcases, shams, comforter. duvet
cover, hedskirt. bedspread, draperies.
and decorative pillows to complete the
bsal room ensemble "
Do it-yourselfers can even use sheets
or coordinated fabric hy the -yard to
make their own decorative accessories
to enhance the decor ('realise vitt.

might include bed cani'pie. ruffled
table rounds. pleated pit lure frimes or
matching kimono robes
"Bed ensembles also make an excel
lent theme for bridal showers,"
McGo•em notes -Owe the couple has
given the essential information on
patterns, colie‘, and nwttress site, guests
can select appropriate items from a
checklist of recommended items"
Warnsuna pros ides couples with a
c het Mi.: of essentials to guide 11Wit:
Itif )ugh the registry process

Three Secrets to be a More
Beautiful Bride
A flatt••nng style to compleHair
ment your beautiful headpiece.

SHE LOOKS FANTASTIC on a
motorcycle, knows all the latest
bands, and has enough energy for
three people. So don't expect her
to be completely out of character
on her most exciting day. This very
daring, very modern bride wears a
white pearl-trimmed off-the-shoulder denim jacket over a white
denim five-oocket short jean skirt.
From the Donna Karim New York
spring, 1991 collection. Photo: Jill
LaBarbera.

Make-up - - Our exclusive line of
cosmetics will enhance your natural
beauty & glow.

•

Nails — Our nail technicians specralize in nail sculptunng, nail art &
manicuring.

•••

Try our new Pedicure Spa!

BEAUTY SALON

1600 Dodson Ave. 753-8282
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Formal Wear
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•Wedding Gowns
'Flower Girls
•Mother of the Bride
'Bride's Maid
'Tuxedos
•Proin Dresses

Or

•egis ry 4°1

Social Invitations
All Accessories
Available

We

invite you to make
your bridal selections
with us.

•

See us for your Prom Formal Wear
Also clothing for casual wear or trousseau

50-75% Off

Choose from our large selection
of decorative
accessories and pottery.

•
THE BRIDE OF ANY AGE or
any woman celebrating an
annirersary honeymoon loves the
feeling of being beautiful and
romantic in elegant lingerie. This
gown from the Nightlace Collet.
lion by Olga has a shapely lace
and Bodysilk stretch bodice that
curses into a luxuriously full
skirt. The bouquet of pastels
includes rose pink, aqua, pink
berry, rose blush, soft jade and
dove blue. •

9

753-4567

•

•

appines2Place:
,
%
12th St.

•

Dresses for the Entire
Wedding

disk
- dace

a

•

WHAT A WEDDING GIFT! The Panasonic NN-3959 Bread Bakery
Microwave/Combination Oven allows you to microwave, hake, broil, or
combination-cook any favorite food. Also featured in this microwave is
a bread bakery that will automatically knead and hake a fresh loaf of
bread within four hours.-.Just add the ingredients. It's a great unit for
any newlyweds' kitchen.
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Jr. & Missie Apparel
Men's Wear & Tuxedos
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Mayfield Plaza
Murray
pan—
247-1500
75
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T1RED 1W THE TRADMONAL bride and groom cake topper? Here, a pair
of crystal visa:A-by Swarostki elegantly decorates a wedding cake. The
swan, who mates for life, is a perfect symbol for marital happiness and
fidelits. And, crystal figurines are brilliant keepsakes — family heirlooms
that will he treasured for years to come. Swarovski`crsstal is availablc at
fin,' retailers nationwide Or call. 1401045ife64714, ext. 4148..
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• Free Wedding Consultation
• Fresh and Silk Flowers
• Bross Wedding Equipment Rental
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IF YOU'VE,CHOSEN A HOT SPOT FOR YOUR HONEYMOON, you won't need to pack much more than t-shirts
and a bathing suit. However, if you're off to Europe or an unknown city where weather is unpredictable, take
basic separates that can be mixed, matched and layered. Denim shorts can be paired with a light t-shirt or a
heavy sweater. A pair of slacks is a necessity. What to overpack? Comfy, plain white blouses: It always feels .
great to put a clean one on. All fashions here are from the Liz Claiborne spring 1991 resort wear collection.
Photos: Jill LaBarbera.
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A perfect cake for a perfect day
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-12
60914—South.4th--.463-9614-

•

For an extra special wedding, every
detail counts Everything from your
dress nght down to the cake should be
--expressly:for-youSo,. make each decision a thoughtful
decision Find the nght person or bakery to make your cake by comparing
samples of their work and by tasting.
too' Ask questions Can a strawberry
filling be added? Will a whipped cream
frosting hold up? And, how will the
finished cake be delivered?
Onte you select a baker/decorator,
don't settle for a carbon copy of a cake

made tor a previous wedding. Instead,
provide ideas so that your cake is
designed especially for you and your
groom Start with an ornameot__you_...
love and pair it with fresh flowers
keyed to your color scheme. Or. personalize your cake with a special frosting flavor.
Another beautiful way to individualize a cake is by coordinating your own
cake ornaments and accessories.
Giftware designer Ellen Williams combines expert detailing with fuse porcelain. laces and trims in an exquisite

Before you walk down the aisle,
see

The Start of
Something Great. ..

$3595

and Up

at,
•
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And much more for your Wedding.

Choose from a vanety of
styles dyed to your
specifications.
Satib-Crape-Lace Covered
Purses Also Available.

Olympic Plaza

$4,prt.-Sat. 9:30 &m*
Strada, 1-5 p.a.

for everything from your
shower to your reception
'Champagne Fountains
•Punch Bowls and Dessert Plates
•Tables and Chairs

Dyeing Charge $5

hoe

Murray Rental
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selection of wedding cake ornaments.
Each ornament can .he mixed and
matched with fresh flowers, greenery
-or any-other accessories-in her designer
senes.
Wedding cake ornaments are available to fit any style. Choose from
graceful swans floating on lace, gentle
doves amidst tulle and soft roses, wedding bands with shimmering pearls.
and many more. For the classic cake
topper, the wedding couple, you might
select a flowery base, a pearl-tnmmed
arch or a lattice gazebo.
In addition to the cake itself, give
some extra attention to the cake service. The tablecloth should enhance the
beauty of the cake, not detract. As
attractive arrangement of plates, napkins and forks also will help make your
cake the focal point. And, a small
spray of flowers, nbbon or lace tied to
a carefully-chosen cake knife and server is an elegant touch..
The Ellen 'Williams' Designer
Series of Cake Top Ornaments,
along with many other cake ornaments and accessories, are available exclusively through Wilton
Enterprises, a leader in wedding
cake design and decoration for over
a quarter of a century. Ask your
bakery for details or write Wilton;
2240 W. 75th Street. Woodridge. R.
fon17.

p.m.
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•Wedding Arch
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Rent a Video Camera
and
Record Your Wedding

RENTAL SALES
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Shooting great photos on your honeymoon
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Every hnde and groom wants tangible memories of their honeymoon.
Whether you sail to the Caribbean,
lake a trip to Europe, or spend a cozy
week at a country inn, the hest way to
have memones to keep is to take photos of this very special time in your
married life
As you plan for your honeymoon,
here are . some photo tips,from Ricoh.
one of the leading camera manufacturers in the world, to help make your
honeymoon pictures tzetter, easier and
more fun to lake.
•
• tole along a mininuim of equip '
,rent -The ideal camera is one that
packs neatly into the corner of a suit
case. Since you won't want to he
l.ogged down with a lot of extra Num
you'll want a camera that doesn't
- -lett a lot, or require a lot 01 acce,,•r:e••• 1 he ideal choice is one 01
• 4,0;'S lightweight ismni compact
/omit cameras, like the ea sy-io.u.e
ft lc oh Shotmaster -Zoom It s particular
-• handy because it has a built-in flash,
.m.k1 can take wide angle or telephoto
pictures...and everything, in between
•An auto-e vet vth I r
antera
icter easier anti a lot more fun With
•,,cro, of today's advancert compaLt-,
can just drop in the him, and the
Lainera loads itself, advances the fon,
and rewinds at the end of the rill,.
Autotocus ability gives you crystalclear. sham images every time.
•Shoo/ in a wide angir pinata'7 tor
panoramic picture.s. A wide angle setting is the hest when you wart to take
stunning sunsets or group photos. Al
the touch of a button. the Shotmaster
loom's lens moves into Vinun wide
angle to casiture the whole scene.
•Ielephoto iettings tiring the sub.
'errs clover The camera...telephoto
button zooms the lens to bong distant
subjects closer...the hest way to take
portrait-type snapshots, or for bringing
the scene closer to you.
• Use the fill-in flash for hackla
tot. It the subject you are photographing
is illuminated from behind, many cameras may mistakenly register that there's
enough light to take a properly exposed
picture. But under these circumstanccs
you will most likely_end tip with a silhouette. The auto
flash/auto hack

'111URSDAY, JANUARY 10, 1991
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&'Things

Custom Made Dresses for
Weddings - Proms • Pageants
Specialty Fabrics & Accessories
Tuxedo Rental • Wedding invitations, Etc
2,af fl)
tk)
'Nours
'hey 641 • l'ungar 'Tn .182C1
Lintla Bergmann • •401'.4';6t-•••

Your Wedding...
a reflection of romance
'Wedding Consultatior
'Wedding Equipment Rental;
'Custom Designs in Fresh or Silk
•••

iNEYMOON PHOTOS MAKE LIFELON( .' 'ORIES. An easy-to-use.
compact eamera like this Ricoh Shotmaster
m, makes a great gift for
the bride and groom to take along on their meymoon. With autofoats
and a built-in zoom lens, it's ideal for great, memorable pictures.
light compensation in the Shotmaster have to buy film when you're in a for
loom automaiicali provides correct cam country, MI Nlarli a ship clr ,1;
exposure lor a balaoced Pluto
resort, you - re going to pay a premium
• /IV" tread% tire!niter than .ute It's
often several dollars a roll more
more fun on a honeymoon it. youhave than if ou d bought ii before your trip
pictures of the two of yini together. It In some cases. film might not be so
you have a point-and -shoot camera, easy hi find lake at least five rolls of
you may want to ask so mieone to take I im or more it your honey motzn
your picture. Rut you can't always rely 111ClUdeN 11/11Iing or visiting special
on the kindness ol strangers. That's attractions
where the Ricoh Shotmahter Zoom',,.
•1b on t park Vow ((anew In the SIM'
self:inner conies in handy. And it vou D0f1.1 ICAVe it in a hot car, either — it
use it in corounction with the "continuall spoil the lam. Another tip.-.-.keep
ous shooting- !nixie, you can take two camera and film in a coldpak hag.
photos in succession without haying to
• Don't put your camera through Xreset the camera. ,
ray iheckpoint% Ask the attendant to
•lake along a Mini tripod or a
hand -inspect it, because X-rays can
small beanbag Either will secure your ruin your film.
compact camera on a flat surface when
Most of all, have fun while taking
you're using the self-timer or the night- your photos A handy compact zoom
time mode. You can get a mini tripod camera like the Ricoh Shotmaster
.Item your photo specialty.dcaler...- --Zuortt4s-ta.ideal way- to- make your
•lake along plenty offilm. If you honeymoon photos a snap.

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 Noon
110 N. 12th St.
753-1515

•
•

its are av ailhoose from
lace, gentle
1 roses, wedring pearls.
classic cake
c. you might
earl-tnmmed

itself, give
he cake seri enhance the
detract. Ai
plates, nap
lp make your
nd, a small
r lace tied to
iife and ser%

EGIsTgui
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Many Items to Select from

Designer
rnaments.
cake ornaare avail h Wilton
3 wedding
an for over
Ask your
At Wilton;
odridge. IL

i••

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

• *,

't
•

••.lk••
,

\TA.
••
N

•

Chestnut St. qii,a1410753-2571
Beautiful beginnings start with After Six Formals. Here,the Vanguard tuxedo in grey from
the Couture Collection. From this day forward, happily ever After Six.
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MATE EXPE7TATIONS:
SURVEY REVEALS
YOUNGER BRIDES'
ATTITUDES TOWARD
MARRIAGE
Younger • and older brides have
dramati.ally different sie%ks
%hen it comes to marriage. a reader sur%ey in Bride's .maganne
resealed
shov.ed that
I he nationv.ide
,ear. old are surprisbrides under
ingly ,on,erNato.e and traditional in
their attitude. thv,ard sex and mar + Are 'Abut miller most
flaCt' Frd Mg.
vi•ungiv.iitnen.
Mr', re less t1.1erestc..1 in e•-tabli•Mng
mdep•-1,detice thAn Me) are
their
4 11h Me iihin
1
ill ,h;tflfi:2 e4er4 OMR! 4/
tillS, 'marriage
ties i,•-‘e I

r lir of t".Jst lifE 1(14.11.1 l'Irt1/1/1 (-1.• for a fir.t horn.. can•he
t, non
Mans is,. rt r4.rornmrnd an all-in -one appliant e like
rster • k.t. hi-n C ertri•r appliani
a time.acer.ariti a•pai esacer
,t ha• -,n! rn,d.pr li,1•.- h t •..r...• 1'1.“. fun. !tun. — a
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f•,,,,f 1,rot.,•-“r and a •lk
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ANNOUNCEME.141
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114\1110 SPE.CI

designing a
browse
in
assist you in and
and
appiil
Come traditiona\paper
you
We wi\i suits
se\ection ot unique
that
piece
out
esigns and
througP
contemporary d

I ,,tty
in

.11'1!le 111
1

a

the

fitid the Aord
ddine. lefe111011!• In
() percent belie-sr its
'4
talthtUl to her bus A1

nil
• `rouri,.,r hr ,de. are lest likely than
"'der ones ti discuss AR)S -- and ‘.ex
a nh their husbands-toin general
he
•f.or 54 percent. marriage marks the
first step away from their parents'
home
•Sixty-six percent consider their
wedding day -the most important day
of my life"

SV:)CK \

THE SPRING 1991 COLLECTION from Raffinati proves that formalwear
is no longer confined by the rigid traditions of tbe past. This doublebreasted Black Opal tuxedo features an elongated shawl collar (for a
taller look) and is illuminated by silverado threading woven throughout. A matching cummerbund and bow tie add the finishing touches to
this handsome silhouette. For a free Raffinati Groom's Wedding Style
Guide Booklet, send a stamped, business-sized, self-addressed envelope
to: A. Cott, Ogan/Dallal Associates, 1185 Sixth Avenue, 20th Floor, New
York, NY 100.36.

1 14.T
tric0"
ePk.e.
SPO
°kit C°U".")
1
polting
"

ototoral
U.S. Hwy. 641 South
759-4796

•

ourmet qaCCey
Gifts and Everything
For The Cook

Unique Bridal
Registry
2008 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Phone (502) 442-225,4

e%

ANY BRIDE can have a beautiful,
luxurious hairstyle with the help
of a Jacquelyn Wig or Add-On
hairpiece.

I, Look

A Your
)
i Best
N
(a
For
/
i That
_../ Special
Day!

111

Come in prior to
your Wedding Day
for your
complementary
makeup consultation

rnezu noRrnAri
B*4-A Ir Catit•r

7534926

Seeing Is Believing
This Wedding Bet

Buy engagement fixt or
ladies diamond wedding
band and receive

FREE
Man's Matching Band.
Starting at 11109"
$1/19.96
Several selections to choose from.
Gifts for groomsmen and bridesmaids starting at $9.95

INMAN'S JEWELRY
Do% nto% n -Court Squari•

75:1-81411

•

4

44

•

•
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Elegant hairstyles in minutes
Your wedding,. the most Xciting
day of your
uk.is about to
take place, and
OU
want to
look as radiant
and as beautiful as you possibly can, v. oh
thick, luxurious hair cascading down
'
your neck. But
you know that
your Own thin, Jacquelyn Add-On
Hairpiece
lank hair just

isn't up to this elegant hairstyle. What
can you do?
"Wear one of our beautiful wigs or
Add-On Hairpieces,- advise
experts at the Jacquelyn International
Fashion Wig Company in New York
City. When you do. you'll be joining the more than 30 million fashion -conscious women who are
enjoying the luxury of today's fantastic wigs and hairpieces to help
them look well-groomed and glamorous with minimal time and effort,"
they state.
"Moreover, today they are as simple
and natural to wear as makeup, unlike

the heavy. uric ornforlable wigs that our
mothers wore years ago
To have your hair look perfect on
)our wedding day, here's how to have
a glamorous hairdo in just a few rn:nutes:
Brush .
11r
n hair tor arti
Sek„ure Jacquelyn kid
oh snap on hikk
21 I 'sine licht brush strokes blend
side and front hair user hairpiece
;.)St le hair. finishing with 11fit
brush strokes to blend your c.i.n hair
and hairpiece
-Si Spray with Jacquelyn's Wig
Spray
5) Attach bridal row n

C.

formalwear
his doubleollar (for a
m throughtouches to
[Ming Style
Kt envelope
Floor, New
DELICATE, ELEGANT, AND SOPHISTICATED eyeframes are de

rigueur for today's bride. Alencon lace, pearls and a dewy complexion

complete the picture of a beautiful bride on her most memorable day.
Marchon and Marcolin, leaders in fashionable eyewear, are showing
new frame styles that feature just the right amount of golden detail in
the single brow bar to highlight the bride's eves in daylight — and dramatize them at night by candlelight.

qr

1991 Hobby Locks
at 1990 Price!

$49900

Suggested Retail
'849°'

Let us capture your precious
wedding day memories with portraits
you will cherish forever.

'Rolled hem without changing plate
'German motor & electronics
'Uses regular household needles
.5 year warranty
•Easy threading

4011
01,
46,
'quality and Creative Wedding Photography
by David & Jill Celaya."

Model #784

ettgligifg
*etning iftacbine Co.

Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10-5 Sat.-10-12 & by Appt.

Wells Studio

4

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16)
Reidland, Ky.

898-7301 or 1-800-599-USEW 41b

216 E. North St.

•

Mayfield, Ky

247-1851

._•
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Any home can be elegant

4,

NNI1/7
\v/

Home fashion designer gives tips
J.T. LEE,Jeweler to newlyweds on home decoration
Make Your Gifts of Love
As Special As Your Wedding
4

.TraditIonal Enga0Anent Ithu
ti-,Itan
fiatirls. Pearls, Gifts for Attendants.

'A here ilour ideas turn to gold'
1.•

1;,.;
hCk; .11/0

Dixieland Center
M-F, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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rchttl,tor at.,ut S',tt
l'attCrileti Oldie
15i1. and '19:1!
stWei-

wmatilk 515

A..4111,41,1.

Lur.,pe
draivrie,

tIcr s. iit.thiiig 14,1
,

ate
1 here .1.11.: 4.m-c i:un. that
het. n5h
the Ithgree 1(.4 of hreht h
trpesiries ,,,rtibirkcd a ith L lean Lon temporary geonietrit.s. exoliC
and the sweet delicat. it rambling
r''se'. All his designs. hov.e%ef. reflect
the classic.. Louis NILholc palette ot
soft. laded patina Lotto. I hat essential. he says, bet.J.USC -...011M11111.1,yearn
Inc a pitiki. iii IPSIk the cat' build on
year alter year
Through his bed-and-bath line alone,
then. well-wisher', call CaYlly help any
young bride initiate a timeless, enduring tradition Just keep the basic
requirements in rtottii NIL-hole %ay5 the
bedroom. for instance. should he
stoLked as follows
• lined
pillowcases 46 tor r queen hedi,
shet.
4 en
• pillowss ic
q uaelcn
1 3
414
• 2 maitre., pad,.
• 2 blankets, I Londoner and I bedspreacl,
• I duvet Ltm,er arid I betiskitt
Le

eAllison Thotogfaphy

LAVISH LACE BORDLii:s bestow a French touch of opulent* to Louis
Nit-bole's solid-colored bed linen. Distinctively feminine, the collection
comes in pink. celadon. parchment and blue. The totally accessorized
bed ensemble in a luxury ISO-thread-count blend of 50 percent combed
cotton/50 percent ixilyester includes sheets, pillowcases, comforter,
shams, bedskirts, bedspread, decorative pillows and window treatments.
le is
fclean
pled
11w bathroom requires•
availableamong a potpourri of other
• 2 bath and 3 hand towels.
products: everything from framed 'pic• body sheets:
e rAinigls:,111‘aamnpss":,
hI
a
•6 wash cloths and 3 fingertip towels.
wdecorative pillows. hat boxes
s..it
s:
st upreead
and porcelain dolts to potpourri itself.
•2 bath nuts.
•2 shower curtain, t.uid 2 liners, il And who knows where it will end'?
Dedicated to seeing that "Once Upon a
needed).
Time" never goes out of style. Nichole
•6 guest hand towels
And when bed arid bath are done, abides by one enduring tenet. As he
newlyweds interested in furthering puts it. "Quality 15 still affordable in
their integrated design concept can turn America — if you find people who are
Or
rest of the- house: Necholes spe- passionate about what they.41:- dtUng,"
cial ti h of Old World elegance cou-

HONEYMObN MEMORIES
ARE CHERISHED FOREVER
"Menuories that Last Forewer
Wedding Portraits Created By

Allison Photography
Harry Allison
Lance Allison

Whatever
your
dream
honeymoon
is...

See
Jackie
or
Debbie
at...

753-8809
607 S. 4th
Amimon lour
*•
,
al boAlt. Age

.N

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENC/,

We need you.
American Heart lkip
Association

502 Maple St.
(off the Court Square)

753-4646
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

